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ABSTRACT

A number of factors can lead to variabiì ity in the performance of

an orthodontic appl iance. The present study inveètigated the I igation

process which couples the archwire to the bracket slot and'its influ-
ence on force and moment deì ir¡ery.

Equ i pment deve loped a.t the Un ivers i ty of l,lan i toba f or the exam i -

nation of the three dimensional force and moment characteristics of

orthodontic appìiances was modified to achieve the present investiga-

tion into I igation.

Results were obtained by applying a variety of ligation tech-

niques to a low-modulus orthodontic archwire .406 mm. (.0.l6 inch) Tl4A.

Steps were taken to minimize the presence of variables other than

I igation. The archwire was appl ied to different sítuations of initial
malaì'ignment and al ignment involving modeì teeth. A majority of the

meâsu!'ements þJere recorded from the center tooth of a thi-ee*tooth seg-

ment. Add i t i ona I data was obta i ned from two-tooth segments. The data

accumulated indicated the tendency for tooth movement in response to

the I igated archwire. The results obtained suggest the fol lowing:

(l) Variation in ì igation tension influenced the initial al ign-

ment force by a factor of between 2: I and 3:I depending upon

the geometry of the initial maìalignment

(2) Variation in ligation tension significantìy altered the load

deflection rate of the low modulus archwíre studieci.

(3) The al ignment force provided by the low modulus archwire

often fel ì to zero or a subthreshold level before the teeth
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were aligned. Ligation technique and initial malalignrnent

geometry inf ìuenced this tendency.

(4) Secondaryr or- spurious forces frequentry encountered during

tooth al ignment would result in a loss of three dimensional

control over tooth pos i t i on. These secondary forces are

largely infìuenceci by I igation tension.

(5) Ligature technique and to a lesser extent initial maìal ign-

ment geometry influence the presence of friction.
(6) Frictionaì forces typically encountered when ligating low

modulus archwi res are capable of infìuencing the effective

tooth al ignment force.

(7) Elastomeric ligation provides the best overall performance

with the low modulus archwir,e tested.

(8) under control led conditions consistent ì igation is possible.

lntraoraììy, however, the variability associated with liga-
t inn m¡rr ha ãFô-+ÀF -^.J '-,^',ll L^ ?L..r-È,vr. rr¡s/ vr esLe¡ srru wvurv vç tuilLt rIJULcu Lu IJy ulrrer_

ences in interbracket dimension and initial tooth malal ign-

ment.
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I NTRODUCT I ON

To ' achieve optimal patient care, the orthodontic profession

should strive to use treatment modal i ties that i t thoroughly under-

stands and effectively control to ensure that treatment is as bioìogi-
cal ìy compatible and mechanical ly precise as possible. The fixed mul-

tibanded appliance is widely used. Although it is mechanically

complex the orthodontist should attempt to understand its capabi I ities
and l imi tations and what factors can infIuence these parameters. When

using this appl iance the pracitioner should try to control the factors
which could lead to variabi I ity in its performance if treatment is to

be carried out in a consistent mannner.

0rthodontic research has examined the influence of various physi-

caì characteristics of the fixed appl i"n.u on the del ivery of forces

and moments to the teeth. However by no means have a I I the sources of
rr:riahíIitr¡ lraan ol¡¡¡í-l-+^¡ r- ---!:---tttrÌ vsç¡r çiuL¡u..Le.,. in pa¡-ricu¡ai=, Lhe nature of the iiga_

tion process which couples the archwire to the bracket slot provides a

source of variabi I ity. The degree to which the operator can control

the I igation process is aìso uncertain. The purpose of this investi-
gation was to examine these particular variabilities. ln ord.er to do

this, an attempt was made to control as many of the variables infìuenc-
ing force and moment del ivery as possible and concentrate on the

i nf I uence of the I i gat i on process.

Equipment at the University of f'lanítoba previously used to inves-

tigate the simultaneous three dimensional force and moment character-

istics of orthodontic appliances was modified to achieve the present
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investigation into I igation, and its influence on force and moment

deì ivery.
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REV I EW OF THE L I TERATURE
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

It is desìrabìe to el iminate or diminish uncontrol led variabi ì ity
in tooth movement when providing orthodontic treatment. To this end

several authors have commented on the need for greater controì during

mechanotherapy. lsaacson and Burstone (1976) stated that if tooth

movement is to be predictabìe the cl inician must be able to del iver

predíctable force systems. They suggested that it would be useful to
determine whether there is such a thing as optimum stress on the per-

iodontal membrane to move teeth as rapidly as possibìe with minimal

t i ssue damage and d i scomfort. pryputn i ewi cz and Burstone (lglÐ re i t-
erated the knowledge that the relationship between an appl ied force

system and the resulting tooth displacement plays an important roìe in

predicting tooth movement. They also claimed that to understand the

response of a tooth to various loads it is necessary to determine the
i: __ r - -'i ¡ sp laccmeR'L e haracter ist ics of the ioadeci tooth a iong a I I three axes

simultaneously. An interest in quantification of the resuìt of

appìied force systems has been present in the orthodontic literature
for some t ime. I n l9l7 Hanau suggested mak i ng mathemat i caì pre-

dictions of the amount of tooth movement in response to a specific

force in a specific time, foì lowed by a comparison with the actual

tooth movement. He suggested d i fferences cou I d be due to d i fferent

tissue resìstance than had been predicted. Presumabìy any differences

detected could be used when planning future treatment procedures.

Strang (1964) stated that a precise force appl ication technique was

desirabìe so that one couìd be assured of positive results when the
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technique is appì ied correctìy, el iminating trial and error procedures

and decreasing the necessity for clinical experience. An awareness of

force distribution is important for a number of reasons in establ ish-

ing a precision technique (Waters et aì, lg75b).

ln this review of the I iterature mechanical eìements of fixed

orthodontic appl iances and thei r associated variabi I i ty wi I I be dis-
cussed. Various aspects of biologicaì criteria essentiaì to proper

mechanotherapy including the concept of optimal force wi I I be consid-

ered. Finaì ly I iterature directly reìevant to I igation and its sub-

sequent infìuence on orthodontic force systems wi I I be reviewed.

f.lechan ica I Factors I nf ì uenc i nq Force Del i very

As ear ly as 1933 invest igators \,\rere ar^,are that orthodont íc

archwires behaved as beams constrained or supported at the brackets or

tubes pl aced on the teeth (Peyton and l,ioore , lg33 a and b; R ichmond,

1933 a and b; Brumf ield, 1937; Sved, 1937). I,techanicaì eìements of

beam deflection theory are factors which influence the del ivery of

orthodontic force and are welì represented in the engineering litera-
ture (Warnock and Benham, l970).

The load deflection rate (LDR) is, by definition, the amount of

load necessary to produce a unit deflection of a beam or an archwire.

It has also been referred to as spring constant or spring gradient and

is constant within the proportional I imit of any material and geom-

etry. For orthodontic purposes it may be simplest to regard it as the
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stiffness of the archwire and to examine the influence of various

factors (Burstone et al, ì16l; Jarabak and Fizzelì, l912; Waters,

1976; Thurow, 1982) Consideration of the relationship between these

factors and archwire stiffness yields an equation of the form:

KEI in which
l^l-æ

3
/

l¡l=
df=
l'J

ãT-
r-E-

I-
/=
k=

I oad

defl ection

sti ffness

modulus of e'lastìcìty
second moment of area

beam I ength

a constant depending on beam constra'int

This equation precisely outl ines the interrelationship of the elements

of beam def I ect i on theory.

The modulus of elasticity (E) represents the slope of the stress,/

strain curve. I t is an inherent mechanical property of a particular

al loy and varies between different types of archwire material. For

example its value is lower for beta-titanium aìloys then for stainless

steeì alloys and is lower yet for nickel-titanium alloys (gurstone,

ì981). Stiffness of the beam varies directly with changes in the mod-

ulus of elasticity. lt has been suggested that variation in test span

length may influence the value derived for E in mechanical testing

(Brantley e! al, t978) .
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The second moment of area (l) of an archwire will depend upon its
shape and dimension. For round wires I = TId4 -^r +!-6d and thus beam

stiffness wi I I be proportional to d4 where d is the diameter of a

round archwire. For rectangular wires I = -þ¡r3ø- where b rep-

resents the dimension perpendicuìar to the direction of loading and h

represents the dimension in the plane of loading" Beam stiffness for
rectangular wires will vary with both dimensions but is more sensitive

to changes in the direction of load appl ication (Burstone, l9gì;
Hocevar, t98l).

Beam length f/l is typically thought to represent interbracket

distance in orthodontic appl ication of beam theory and has been widely

reported as such in the orthodontic ì iterature (sved, lg37; stoner,

1960; Burstone, lg62a; creekmore, 1976) . However, in practice i t may

not be entirely accurate to equate interbracket distance with effec-
tive beam ìength. I t more correctly shouìd be considered the distance

beiween po i nts of cons tra ¡ nt a ì ong the archw i re. Some or thodont i c

investigators have more accurately considered beam length in terms of

the manner of constraint and the distance between constraints (Jarabak

and F izzelt, 1972; Waters , 1976; Waters et aì, t975b, t9gì; Sul I ivan,

1982, Thurowo ì982) " Beam stif f ness is inversely proportiona I to,(3
and thus smal I changes in beam length can dramaticaì ly alter the force

ìeveì achieved with a given deflection of a particular wir.e.

The constant, k, present in the stiffness equation given above

represents the type of beam constra i nt conf i gurat i on be i ng exam i ned.

ln a cantilever beam situations (es. an accessory arm extending from

an archwire) the value for k=3. lf the beam is supported at each end
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and a load at the midpoint of the span is considered, k=4g. lf the

beam is fixed or constrained at each end and a load at the midpoint of

the span is considered, k=\J2. These three situations represent only

a small sample of the wide variety of possible beam configurations and

resu ì tant constants. For a more compì ete I i st i ng the reader i s

referred to 0berg and Jones (ì944). Thus a change in k from 192 to 3

can result in constraint altering beam stiffness by a factor of 6l+: l.
Apparently simi lar beam or archwire situations can have different con-

straint factors due to the I igation process and in actual i ty beam

stiffness may be increased 4ooT, The influence of beam constraint on

i ts sti ffness has been reported i n the orthodont i c I i (erature (Sved,

1937t Newman, 1963; Jarabak and Fizzell, r9l2r vJaters, lgl6; !íaters et

al, 1975b, t98l; Sul t ivan, l!82; Thurow, t9B2) .

Factors influencing beam stiffness and the force levels achieved

by orthodontic appì iances seem to be well known and widely reported in

thc I itpratl¡rp lJar.rarra. rrâr.,ãh+^^ r,--; -L: ì i +,, : - ¡^-vrrwqrrLLw vqr IdvIrr Ly ril L(JuLil iltovgmenL exIsIS

and its source, though not clearly establ ìshed, Bây be broadly consid-

ered as being either biologicaì or mechanical in nature.

Bioìogic Response to 0rthodontic Force

The exact nature of the biologic response to orthodontic force

appl ication is unknown at a cel lular leveì (Rygh, ì984). Theories to

explain the initiation of the bioìogíc response ha.ue included oxygen

tension, secondary chemícal messengers and piezoelectric effect.
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lsaacson and Burstone Oglq stated "Reìativeìy little is known about

the effects of force systems on patterns of tooth displacement. What

we do know is derived from cl inicaì observation, simple mathematical

models and inadequate experimental approaches.', They suggested that

there is a need to estabì ish correlations between stress pattern

establ ished and the biologic response to them. This has been

attempted by severa I i nvest i gators i n the past. Some of the more

notable authors deal ing with this subject include schwarz, 1932;

oppenheim, 1944; Reitan, ì95ì; Uttey, l968; Rygh, tg72, l973; aìì of

whom ínvestígated the periodontaì reaction to applied forces in a

variety of animal and human models. Al I of these authors, along with

Storey (197Ð concluded that there is a range of bioìogical reactions

depending on force level.

Burstone (1962ø) descr i bed three I evel s of observat i on to

describe tooth response to force. Firstìy, cl inicaì, which invoìves

symptomatic description such as rate, pain, mobí I ity, bone loss and

root resorption. secondly, ceì lular, including bone dynamics and con-

nective tissue changes. Thirdly, stress-strain reìationships, which

Burstone feels is the most important and the least understood. Stress

determ i ned at d i fferent areas of the per i odonta I membrane (pO¡t) wou I d

provide the best opportunity to correlate force appl ication with tooth

response.

ln a ìater article, Burstone (1981) described four categories of

force magnitude and bioìogicaì response achieved by various amounts of

archwire dispìacement. Firstìy, excessive force, which results in

undermining resorption and tissue damage. Secondly, optimal force
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which yields direct resorption. Thirdìy, suboptimal force which also

achieves direct resorption but at a lower rate. Finally, subthreshold

force which does not produce tooth movement. He also suggested tip-
ping tooth movements would have a lower threshold than bodíìy tooth

movement.

Biol icaì Variabiìity

A number of papers have suggested a biological basis for vari-
ability in orthodontic response.

As earìy as 1927, lrish found there were various patient reac-

tions to the same force. This finding h,as reiterated by 0rban (1936)

and 0ppenheim (lg¡e a and b). ln 1944 carey observed that a previous

"bone disturbance" would result in a different rate of tooth movement.

f'loyers and Bauer (ì 950) stated that speed of the c I in ica I

response wouìd be determined by the PDlvl response. They concìuded that

blood supply was further restricted with bodi ly tooth movement as

compared to tipping movement and this resulted in a ìatent response.

Storey and Smith (1952) feìt it was difficult to determine the distri-
bution of applied force over the contact area between tooth and bone.

They suggested that the pressure, not the force, exerted at the inter-

faces betu/een tooth, PDI'l and bone was signif icant. ln a later article
storey (197Ð conc ì uded that a bod i I y appl i ed force, compared to a

tipping one, would result in slower tooth movement.

Halderson (1961, Halderson et aì, 195Ð stated that tooth move-
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ment was determi ned by the speed wi th wh i ch c i rcu I at i on was

reestabl ished in pressure areas. lndividual ly variable natural forces

including muscle contraction, blood pressure and air pressure could

i nf I uence tooth response.

Reitan (1957, ì960) found variation in tissue rèsponse within
subjects of similar age groups and between non-adult and adult groups.

He encountered hyalini¿ed areas less frequentìy in bodily tooth move-

ment versus tipping movement. Such areas were unavoidable in some

cases, such as those with short roots.

Stoner (1960) suggested i t was not ì ikely that aì ì teeth requi red

an identical minimal force to move them. Determining factors wouìd

include: direction of tooth movement; density of the bone; and size

of the root. Burstone et al (1961) proposed the fol lowing influences:

root ìength, d iameter and contour; nature of pDt'l; and s i te of f orce

aþpl ication. Neuger (lgeÐ stated that identical torquing auxi I iaries
wortìd a¡hiorra rrrrrri ,l+- i,.^ :-r:..:i..-ìs vúr /iri9 ¡c5uiLs ûue Lo ¡nüiViCiUal ciCRiai chafActef iStiCS

such as axial incl ination and intercanine width. schwartz Ogel) felt
there were many variables that could influence the orthodontic result
in spite of a properly designed appliance. These include patient

cooperat i on, t i ssue response, and morphogenet i c I imi ts. He al so pro*

posed that biomechanics should not neglect internal forces such as

t i ssue res i stance and musc I e pressures.

A series of investigators have concluded that biological vari-
abi I ity plays a roìe in tooth response based on data they coì lected.

Andreason and Johnson (lg6l), compar i ng human tooth movement i n

response to forces of var i ous I eve I s, found l'arge i ntra-group var i -
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abi I ity. utìey (1968), in an elaborate study performed on cats, found

that cuspids of the same arch moved ín simi ìar fashion regardless of

different magnitudes of force and that each animal had an independent

rate of tooth movement. Hixon et al (lggg, lgTo) found a large varia-
tion in response bétween patients. The l97o study involved bodily

cuspid movement into an extraction space and metalìic intra-bony imp-

lants as references from which to assess the response. ln both stud-

ies, attempts were made to control the forces and moments being del iv-
ered. The authors recognized sources of mechanical variability in

their l16! study and attempted to el iminate them in their l!/0 work.

However, even the more stringent method used in their later experi-

ments couìd not completely assure the uniformity of the forces and

moments acting on the measured teeth. They observed wide variation in

responses between i nd i v i dua I s. The lgTO study conc I uded "These data

indicate that the major source of variation is probably not the magni-

tude of f orce but var iat ion i n mctabo l ic i'esponse" and tiia-r- r'The va,r i -

ation in the physiologic or biochemical response of the tooth support-

i ng apparatus i s I arge.rr Both stud i es found great var i at i on when an

attempt was made to def ine root areas for seìected mandibular teeth.

sleichter (197.l), studying cuspid retraction in humans, hypothesized

that production of cell free zones may not deter tooth movement for a

signíficant length of time. He suggested these zones could contribute

to the inter-individual response variation to similar force levels and

the intra-individuat response simi larity to dissimi lar force levels

that he found. Huffman and way (1983) , âlso studying cuspid retrac-

tion in humans' concluded that, as a result of biologicaì variation,
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the rate of tooth movement may vary beth,een individuaìs.

considerable evidence for biological variabi I ity has been pre-

sented. One should keep in mind, however, the potential infìuence of

mechanical variability and the difficulty in ascertaining the actual

forces and moments de I i vered i ntra-ora I I y.

Optimal Force

ln spite of a number of investigators suggesting wide biological
variation the orthodontic community has long sought to estabìish a

value for the optimaì force to move teeth. Although various authors

differ strongìy on its exact characteristics ¡t can be general ly

i nterpreted as represent i ng a force or stress capab I e. of mov i ng teeth

as rapidly as possible with minimal tissue damage and discomfort
(lsaacson and Burstone, l976). ln characterizing an optimal force it
should be real ized, based on previous discussions, that it is actuaì ìy

pressure, oF lorce/area that must be optimal and the area in question

represents the contact patch between root surface,/pDl"l , p}li/al veolar

bone, or less favourably root surface,/alveolar bone. This arear ãS

already mentioned, may vary depending on the physical characteristics

of the tooth and on the type of tooth movement being attempted (es.

bodily versus tipping movement). Thus, for statements of optimum

force to be meaningful they should actually be descriptions of optimal

pressure or at least describe optimal forces for particular teeth and,/

or particular types of tooth movement. ln characterizing an optimal
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force system there i s an ob ì i gat i on to cons i der the nature of the

appl ied force over time (es. continuous versus intermittent), oi its
duration. Unfortunately few articìes address aì I of these considera-

tions and many widely held cl inical bel iefs and assumptions wouìd seem

to be based on information that may be incomplete.

Hanau (lglz) \^ras one of the f irst to suggest the importance of

gentle continuous forces. schwarz (1932), in a landmark paper on

optimal force, suggested orthodontic treatment without necrotic

regions in the P0l'1 could be achieved only if the force (pressure)

appl ied to the PDÈ1 was less than the pressure in bìood capi I laries,
2

namely 2$ gn/cn A ìarge part of schwarz's conclusions appear to

stem from histologic findings based on moving teeth in a dog by use of

a recurved finger spring. The force delivered was stated to be 3 gm.

at one end of the spring, 67 sn at the other and ì!-20 gm. in the

middle. No explanation of how the spring was cal ibrated or measured

was provided. The teeth moved by the middle part of the spring dis-

played ideal histologic criteria and thus was born the optimal force

(pressure) value of 20-25 gn./cmZ ,oinciding with the value of blood

capí I lary pressure.

Richmond (1933 a and b) commented on earl ier investigations sug-

gesting a maximum force of 8f gm. He recommended a physiologic maxi-

mum to be 280 gm. oppenheim Og$ a and b) stated that it was impos-

sible to move teeth in a way that imitated natural movement of teeth,

even if light intermittent forces were applied, and unavoidable damage

would increase with continuous force. He advocated rest periods

between appl ication of force. 0rban (1936) concluded that continuous
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force is biologically preferable because it wlll not reduce the activ-

ity of the resorbing connective tissue. lnterestingly, in a 1944

article Oppenheim seemed to partial ly reverse his previous concìusion

and stated that ì ight continuous forces would reduce osteoid forma-

tion, maintain PDI'I t^ridth and increase the number of osteoclasts and

thus were more desirable than I ight intermittent forces. However he

also stated that cl inicaì ly it is d¡ffieuìt to aehieve forees I ight

enough to approach physiologic tooth movement. Thus periods of rest

between force appl icatíon were considered advisable.

Stuteville (ì938) and Paulich (lg¡g) both revieb/ed the literature

pertaining to optimal force. Stutevi I le concluded that teeth could be

moved biologicaìly if the applied force did not produce ischemic areas

and suggested a I ight force was approximately I gfi., whi le heavy

forces were in the range of l!0-200 gm. He considered the important

points to be the amount of force, the distance through which the force

was active, and the presence of interfering forces of occlusion.

Paul ich stated that the general feeì ing was that optimal force was

continuous and less than 25 gn,/.^2, and heavy forces were tolerated

only if they were intermittent.

Sved (1948) preferred intermi ttent forces as these would avoid

rearranging bone trabecuìation paral lel to the appl ied force. He sug-

gested light pressure and feìt increased force wouldn't result in

increased tooth movement.

Several authors reiterated Schwarzrs ídeas on optimal force or

pressure appeared on several occasions long after they were original ly

proposed. l'loyers and Bauer (1950) concluded a force of lg to 25 gn.
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act¡ng over a distance of .2 mm. would be ideal. They did not comment

on the change from a unit of pressure to a unit of force. They sug-

gested that edgewise appliances do not usually deliver such forces.

Halderson et al (1953) essentiaìly reiterated these findings. tn

later papers Halderson (1957, l96l) suggested forces less than capi ì-
lary pressure were ideal, Dinute forces would be 2j gm./cm 2 

^nd
I ight force was J0 to I 15 gm. He did not account for the shí ft
between units of force and units of pressure.

storey and smi th (1952) found that no speci fic values for heavy

force had been settled upon. Their experimental f¡ndings concluded

that 150 to 200 gm. of retractive force was optimal for distal cuspid

movement and 300 to 500 gm. resulted in maximum mesial molar movement.

Forces below l!o gm. 'r"rult"d in practicaily no tooth movement and

those beìow J00 gm. achieved no appreciable moìar movement. They con-

cluded that it is not force, but rather pressure at the interfaces

between the tooth, PDI'l, and the bone that i s s ign i f icant. Begg (1956)

quoted, and ìargely agreed with, storey and smith's figures and with

their ideas on differential force as a treatment technigue.

Reitan (1957) found periodontal tissue generalìy reacted more

favourabì y to í nterrupted cont i nuous or i ntermi ttent force than to

continuous force. He suggested ì!0-2!0 gm. for bodi ìy retraction of

the maxi I lary cuspids, 100-200 gm. for mandibular cuspids and loo gm.

as being too strong for any bodily tooth movement. He found 25 gn.

satisfactory for extruding individuaì anterior teeth and felt direct

resorption would occur i f torquing procedures were carr ied out wi th

IJ0 gm. force at the apex, ln a later paper (1960) Reitan suggested
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lJ0 gm. to be a ìight force for bodily movement and 2l gn. a light
force for tipping. He found hyal inized areas with 2! gm. or l2j gm.

of tipping force, but ìess extensive areas with the ìighter force.

Stoner (1960) concluded that a force that is optimum for one type

of movement may be ineffective or traumatic for another, suggesting

the importance of considering area in deriving optimal force.

Burstone and Groves (1960) found optimal maxi I lary anteríor

retraction occurred with 50-75 gm.,/quadrant, with no increase in rate

of movement accompanying forces above this value. They also concìuded

that 2! gm./quadrant was above the threshold value, i f one exi sted.

Burstone et al ('l96ì) questioned the desirabi ì ity of continuous

forces if high load deflection rates are used but pointed. out that

constant force was desirable. Burstone (1962 a and b) went on to

state that an i dea I ietract i ve force was constant and o.pt i ma ì force

would resu'l t in direct bone resorption needing no time for repair. He

aì so conc luded that threshold f orces maru d irror Ç¡r AiEEar^^+ *'ypes of

tooth movement.

A force of less than 2 gn. exerted by buccal musculature was

capable of moving premolar teeth in a study reported by Haack OgeÐ

and weinstein lgel). Total tooth movement in !o days amounted to

less than .l mm.

Newman (lge¡) suggested I ight continuous forces of 2g gm. to il3
gm. achieved direct alveolar bone resorption while heavy intermittent
forces greater than 225 gm. resuìted in undermining resorption,

osteoid formation and retarded tooth movement.

A number of investigators have questioned the concept of optimal
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force as proposed by Storey and Sm i th and the d i fferent i a I force
*'heory of Begg. Andreason and Johnson (1967) r using eccentric head-

gear' found 400 gm. moved maxi ì lary molars distal ly more rapidly than

200 gm. ln an investigation of cuspid retraction in cats, utley
(1968) compared three force levels; ì ight (40-60 gm.), medium (135-165

sm.) and heavy (4oo-5oo gm.) and found the tooth moved equally in rate

and amount regardless of force ìevel. Hixon et al (lgøg, l970) stud-

ied cuspid retraction in humans and concluded in ì969 t¡rere was

"...little evidence to support the theory of optimaì forces'since
forces 3-4 times greater than advocated were capabìe of moving teeth.

ln l!/0 they also concluded there was ,,...no evidence to support the

idea of differentiaì force.r' cuspid retraction with I ight force

(150-200 sm.) versus heavy force (1200-1500 gm.) was studied by

Sleichter (lgZl). He found no difference in rate and suggested that

any force between l50 and l!00 gm. would resul t i n space cìosure of

about - E mm^ ner wecl¿ Anactar rn¡l lahn¡+an ¡/l ô7,.\ : ^,,^-+: --!-r

pid retraction with four different force ìevels and concluded that !/
gm. gave significantly less movement than lh2 gn,, 22J gnr. and 312

9il., wi th no significant differences between the ìatter three levels.

Andreason and zwanziger (ì980) arso studied cuspid retraction and

molar movemenr rvirh I ight (100-150 gm.) and heavy (4OO-5OO Sm.)

forces. They found that, general ly, both molar and cuspid moved, wi th

increased force resuìting in increased movement, and questioned the

uniformity of response suggested by Storey and Smith (1g52). Huffman

and way (1983) used 200 gm. to retract cuspids and observed a rate of

movement very simi lar to that achieved by other investigators using
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50-75 gn. or 600 gm"

A number of authors have considered the importance of factors

other than rate of tooth movement in deriving an optimal force con-

cept. Gianel ly and Goldman (1971) recommended assessment of root

area' number of teeth to be moved and the intended type of movement.

They also commented on biological variables previously discussed such

as bone density, I igament elasticity and root conformation as factors
capab le of inf luenc i ng the re lat ionsh i p betr^,een app I ied f orce and

resu I tant tooth movement. Jarabak and F i zze I I (1972) proposed an

opt ima I pressure of 2-2.5 g^. ¡^^2 , wi th the va I ue vary i ng between

teeth and between patients. Root size and type of tooth movement

(uoo¡ly versus tipping) are variables to consider in establishing
optimal pressure in their opinion, since, ,,...root. pressure ís the

importan.t factor in determining tooth movement, not force appl ied to
the crown.rr Andrews (1915) suggested 600 gm. as an optimaì force to

¡-etraet cuspids. He feit a higher than typicalìy suggested force
(zoo-3oo gm.) was necessary because wi th bod i I y movement versus t í p-

ping being attempted, force was more evenly distributed over the root
surface. Ricketts et al (197Ð offered a table of optimal forces

depend i ng on the proposed tooth movement and root s i ze based on an

optimal pressure of lO0 gm./.^2 of root surface exposed to movement.

The I iterature does not permit one to arrive at definite concru-

sions as to what single force or pressure is best to move teeth. The

biological variab¡ìtiy previously discussed, as well as the f requent

lack of consideration of root area no doubt contribute to the wide

array of values presented as appropriate goals to strive for in estab-
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Itshing a mechanical treatment plan. Lack or accuracy in establishing
the force (or pressure) va I ues actua I I y appl i ed may have contr i buted

to the láck of agreement over optimal force. For example, what one

considered to be l!0 gm. and another cal led JOo gm. may in fact have

been the same f orce. l,Jh i le there is obv ious var iab i I i ty in the def i -

niton of "l ight-force" there is also variabi l ity between orthodontísts

regarding the mechanical techniques considered capable of delivering
such force.

Cl inical Bel iefs

The orthodontic community has long considered 'rlight" archwires

as being capable of del ivering I ight forces and that such forces were

biologicalìy harmonious or physio'logic. Harderson et ar (rg53) con-

sidered beginning treatment with ì ight round wires sound therapy since

it took fuì I advantage of tipping movements and involved r ighter
forces than heavier wires. Ackerman et al (1969) feìt multi looped

archwires were no ronger necessary with the avaiìability of highry
resilient archwires and suggested .Ol2 inch (.3 mm.) diameter (stain_

less steel) engaging all teeth, as an initia'l archwire. Drake et aì

(ì982) concluded beta titanium archwires el iminate the need for looped

archwires. The assumption underlying these statements is that multi-
looped archwires could be abandoned because of the ìight forces avail-
able with other methods

Numerous authors have questioned the ability of orthodontic
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appl i ances to del iver forces I i ght enough to compì y wi th previ ous I y

held bel iefs of optimal force. 0thers have doubted the correlation

between the force system intended and the one actual ly present cl ini-
cal ly. One of the most widely quoted researchers on optimal force

felt that claims suggesting ideal orthodontic force can resuìt in

tooth movement wi th onl y frontal absorpt ion should be treated wi th

reservation (Storey, 197Ð .

As early as 1933, Richmond (j933 a and b) suspected that few

orthodontists couìd guess within 752 the amount of pressure exerted at

a given attachment. He cited the exampìe of a lingually dispìaced

premolar reversing the appl ied force at the neighbouring molar from

the expansion effect original ìy intended in the archwire.

ln 1937 Sved demonstrated that force levels of nearly llo0 gm.

would occur with .25 mn displacement of a heavy archwire over typical

i nterbracket d i stances.

0ppenheim ('|944) found unCermining resorption when ìight foi-ces

were used and concluded the'suspicion may be justified that sup-

posedly I ight forces are sti I I too great.r'

Greater discomfort of some patients in I ight force areas than in

heavy force areas led sìeichter ('l971) to conclude that in many I ight

force appl iances there are several heavy, less obvious forces present.

For example, steyn (1977) concluded that when torque h/as appl ied to

maxillary incisors the ìaterals were subjected to appreciably more

force (moment) than the centrals. This condition would be further

aggravated by the typical ly smal ìer root surface of the lateral as

compared to the centra I i nc i sor.
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Burstone er aì (197Ð demonstratêd commonìy accepted cl inical
assumptions regarding force systems and orthodontic wire configuration

to be false. Koenig and Burstone ('l974b) mathematicaly evaluated the

force from a 6 mm. closing loop fabricated from .oì6 inch (. l5 mm.)

round stainless steel activated l.J mm. to be slightly over loo gm.

waters et al (1975b and l98l) concluded that in spite of the

widely held belief that I ight forces shouìd be used, archwires conven_

tionally used for initial tooth alignment generate high forces even

wiren iefIected only smaII amounts. t/aters et aI went on to state that

an appraisaì of the appropriate levels of orthodontic force may be

due. The authors suggested a number of protective mechanisms that, act

to diminish the del ivery of heavy forces:

(ì) some plastic deformation of the wire occurs even with small

deflection,

especiaì ly with heavy loads, some tooth movement occurs

almost immediately, thus decreasing the load,

force is dissipated throught interdentaì contacts,

b i nd i ng occurs between archwi re and bracket,

bending of the alveolar process may occur.

(z)

The,clinician does not have direct control over many of these factors

or may not be aware of the extent to which they occur, and thus not

attempt to influence them.

ln 1982, Sul I ivan conclusively demonstrated that archwires con-

sidered to be "Ì ight wire" appl iances actual ly deì ivered forces and

moments that would be considered to be excessive from a study of the

(3)

(4)

(5)
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orthodontic I i terature. He fel t these biological ly high forces should

either be accepted as satisfactory by the orthodontic community or

else alternative techniques to achieve lower forces shouìd be sought.

f,lechan i ca I Difficulties tn Deliverinq Optimal Force

There are mechanical difficuìties in del ivering optimaì forces.

To overcome these d¡fficulties, the orthodontist must be aware of

them, and understand them.

ln 1950 l'loyers and Bauer concluded that appìiances capable of

del ivering bodi ìy movement were the most difficuìt to adjust to

ach i eve ì i ghter ranges of forces.

It was observed by storey and smith (1952) that rate of tooth

movement changed as force del ivered cha.nged during reactivation of

their cuspid retraction appl iance.

Halderson et al (ì953) concìuded nearly al I forces associated

with edgewise mechanics are high and treatment is successful due only

to the short distance through which the appliance is activated and to

sufficient time between activations to aì low tissue recovery.

Burstone et al (ì96'l) advised considering a number of factors in
designing an orthodontic appl iance to achieve a particular force

del ivery. These included:

t)

2)

3)

the relationship between force and activation

the ìoad that results in permanent deformation

the range of activation within the elastic limit.
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l-he authors noted with a lower ìoad deflection rate (LDR) there would

be more constant force during loading. The LDR may change with large

deflections due to a change in archwi re configuration. I t is impor-

tant to keep the finaì load of the wire less than its max'imum to mini-

mize the risk of permanent distortion.

A year later Burstone (1962a) commented that small interbracket

dìstances typical ly present in mçltibanded appl iances result in high

LDR, and increasing this distance reduces the LDR and results in ìess

force change as tooth movement occurs. He considered the limiting
fac.tor in decreasing the cross section of an archwire to reduce LDR to

be avoiding a concommitant decrease in maximum elastic load to a point

where permanent distortion can occur with accidentaì loading during

activation of the appl íance. Burstone stated that any design factor

which reduces archwire stiffness adjacent to the malposítioned tooth

results in iircreased reciprocaì forces on adjacent teeth. lf a per-

fectlv rinir{ urira ic rrca¡{ +ha -oo^+i.,^ ç^-^^ :^ r:^+-iL..¡^r -.--.----,r "J LrrL rçsvLrvç rvrvE rÞ urSLt t¡JuLeL¡ dr(Juflq Lne

arch and s i de effects aren' t I oca I i zed at adj acent teeth.

llahler and Goodwin (lg0l) discussed the use of smaìl archwires

for maximum tooth movement with a minimum of adjustment. The mechani-

cal property they considered important in achieving large movement

with minimaì force change was the elastic deformation/force ratio.
This should be as high as possibìe. The archwire's ability to with-

stand forces induced by food excursion and accidental manipulation

should also be consídered.

l^Jaters (1975a) pointed out that any I ight archwire has the disad-

vantage of not res i st i ng unwanted extr i ns i c forces
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Burstone and Gotdberg (1980) and Drake et al (1992) compared the

mechanical properties of various orthodontic al loys and discussed the

importance of ìarge springback or large deflection without permanent

deformation. This property is proportionaì to yield strength/modulus

of elasticity.

l.vith high elastic recovery, large forces can be applied to the

teeth unless the stiffness of the component is very low, in the opin-

ion of waters et al (198'l). They suggested that protection against

heavy forces may be prov í ded by permanent d i stor t i on. upon engag i ng

an archwire into the brackets of even sì ightly irregular teeth, the

radius of curvature of the wiré may be reduced below the minimum it
can sustain without permanent dístortion.

Sullivan (.l982) demonstrated that light wires used for alignment

resul ted i n spur ious effects on adjacent teeth (as suggested by

Burstone 1962a) and on the malposed tooth itself. ln additìon he

found permanent deformat i on occurred w i th act i vat i ons ì ess than those

which commonly occur clinically.

The above articìes have ilìustrated some of the difficulties in

attempting to deliver optimaì force, especially when initially align-
ing malposed teeth. There are other factors that make it difficult to

control or even be aware of the forces and moments being del ivered by

a muìtibanded orthodontic appì iance.
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Chanqes ln Force and l'loments l,rrith Tooth l,iovement

One factor that shouìd be kept in mind when attempting to design

and monitor an orthodontic force system is that changes occur as teeth

move. Practitioners have been aware of these phenomena for some time

(lrish, 1927; Sved, ì948; Storey and Smith, 1952; Johns , lgS3) .

Halderson et aì (195Ð felt the decrease in force as tooth move-

ment occurred was important to aì low tissue recovery.

ln the opinion of Reitan (1951), force diminished rapidìy afrer
the hyal inized area was removed and the tooth moved.

A variety of investigators in the fieìd of biomechanics have con-

cluded that force systems change as teeth move (Burstone and Koenig,

1974; Haters et al l915b; l.laters, 1976; pryputniewicz, et al l97gb),

however it has been suggested that constant force would be a desirable
characteristic in deì ivery of optimaì force (Burstone et âì, l96l;
Burstone - lQ6)a: Mahlar ¡nÄ tìa^À,,,Ì^ toL-- D...---!-- ---"-' i rrg¡¡¡Ç¡ q¡ru uuuuwiíìr ijO/; öUi-Stone anCi GOìdbefg,

I 980) .

ln l98l Burstone suggested a technique which he felt courd

del iver a more constant force as a malal igned tooth was brought into
the arch. An archwire of low LDR formed beyond the final desired
position of the tooth (i.e. a buccal stepout for a linguaìly malposed

tooth) would produce force in the optimal and suboptimal ranges.

Itlovement would stop with the tooth in its desired f inal position as

the archwi re began to de I i ver force of subthreshol d i ntens i ty.
Such a technique would necessitate a rectangular archwire of very

low LDR and, as has been previously discussed, reduction of this char-
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acteristic can be ìimited by other factors.

Ear l i er, Burstone (1962a) poi nted out that reduc i ng archwi re r i g_

idity increased the expression of rec.iprocal forces on adjacent teeth.

This effect, in which a malposed tooth can set up a series of alter-
nat ¡ ng forces i n subsequent ne i ghbour i ng teeth has been termed the

"rippìe effectrr and noted ear i ler by steiner (1932) and Sved (1g37) .

[,laters et al (1975b) suggested that the manner by which the archwire

was held in the bracket (supported versus constrained) could infìuence

it. ln 1982 Sul I ivan graphical ìy demonstrated the ripple effect in

all three dimensions and feìt it could easiìy ìead to a loss of con-

troì over the final position of the teeth

ln view of the changeable nature of force and moment as teeth

move' an extra-oral investigation into factors influencing these ele-
ments must involve a dynamic method, where variable displacement of

the tooth can be achieved. Furthermore, to most closeìy simulate the

clinical situation, the tooth should be initiaììy maìaìigiiecì and

respond to appl ied force and moments by correcting its position with

respect to the adjacent teeth.

Staticallv I ndeterm i e Nature of the Co nt i nuous Arch

A number of authors have commented on the compl icated pattern of

forces and moments present in continuous arch treatment. 0wing to the

ìarge number of points along the archwire subjected to varying actions

and reactions the force system is considered to be statically indeter-
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minate (svea, 1937; Burstone, r962a; Burstone et ar, 1973; Koenig and

Burstone, IJJ\a; lsaacson and Burstone, l976).

ln 1952, Sved suggested solving the problem of the elastic arch

as a beam with multiple supports, but also feìt that the laws of

static eguilibrium were not applicabìe because of the large number of

simultaneous equations to be solved.

Burstone and Koen i g (197\) conc I uded that many unpred i ctab I e and

undesirable tooth movements during treatment result from relatively
unknown force systems del ivered by commonì y used orthodont i c appl i -

ances. They guestioned the dogma of the ideal arch'if a wire is bent

into a shape in which one would I ike to find the brackets at the end

of treatment, the teeth will move to that position.,' while there may

be some vaì idity to the concept if rigid wires are used, h/ith more

flexibi I ity a compl icated force system is introduced, result_ing in

undesirable side effects. Even though the force and mcments del ivered

change as a f ìexibìe wire deactir¡ates, Burstone and Koenig felt the

initial force system was significant since it was the one most I ikely
to be active when the archwire was in place.

Waters (.l976) reiterated the conclusion that a complete analysis

of force distribution from a non-al igned flexible archwire is compl i-
cated and only gives an instantaneous picture, changing as the teeth

move in response to the force.

An interesting historical perspective is provided by a quote from

Fish (lglZ). "Until orthodontists outgrow the use of indeterminate

appl iances, and borrow from engineering the practise of laying out on

paper what you propose to do before you try to do it, orthodontia will
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continue to be purely experimental ll

Tech n r ques Used to l'leasure 0rthodont i c Force Systems

A variety of methods and techniques have been used to study

orthodontic appìiances in an attempt to understand their characteris-
tics and improve operator control. Sinee it is impossible at present

to place stress gauges in th.e PDlvl , knowledge of stress-strain phenom-

enon must be derived from other approaches, such as mathematicaì mod-

els. Such models are no better than the assumptíons on which they are

based (Burstone, 197Ð .

Exper imental and analytical studies of force systems del ivered by

orthocontic appl iances have been hampered by the lack of an adequate

model for analysis, and simple beam theory coupled with basic experi-

ments have not acceìerated understanding of the problem in the opinion

of Koenig and Burstone (1974b). They felt a need for an analytic
model based on eng i neer i ng pr i nc i pl es to pred i ct force systems by the

stat¡cal ly indeterminate appl iances in three planes of space.

An extensive examination and discussion of the variety of tech-

niques used to measure force and moment deì ivery is beyond the scope

of this I iterature review. lt is valuabìe to consider techniques dis-
cussed in the I iterature that are pertinent to the present investiga-

tion.

Èlathematical three dimensional analyses, both linear and nonli-
near' of orthodontic appì iances were carried out by Defranco et al
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0976) and creif et al (1978) .

Pryputniewicz, Burstone and others (pryputniewicz et al, l)lg a

and b; Pryputniewicz and Burstone, lg7Ð in describing their holo-

graphic measurement technique, stressed the importance of simuì taneous

three dimensionaì consideration of forces and moments along the axes

of the cartesian coordinate system. They also discussed the impor-

tance of measuring these quantities as changes in deflection occur.

A number of investigators have employed measurement techniques

involving brackets and occasionaì ly I igation, but none involved three

dimensionaì analysis and very few considered changes in force systems

as d i sp I acement occur red .

Brackets were used intraorally in studies carried out by Hixon et

al (1970), Andreason and zwanziger (1980), and Huffman and way (19g3).

These investigators were concerned with the relationship between

app I i ed force and resu I tant tooth movement and measured tooth d i s-
* I 

- ^ -_ - -- ! ¡

P I ctLtriltef I L py var tous means.

A far greater number of investigators have employed brackets in
extraoral studies.

Strain gauges have been used to record the forces and moments

acting on brackets mounted to modeì teeth (Neuger, l96l, Andreason and

Quevedo, 1970, Schrody, 197\, Steyn, 1977; White et al, 1979).

However none of the investigations to date have considered the ortho-

dontic force system aìong all three axes of the Cartesian Coordinate

system.

0ther mechan i ca I

stud i es carr i ed out

techn i ques for

by Kami yama and

force eva I uat i on

Sasaki (197Ð,

were used i n

Riìey et â1,
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097Ð, Frank and Nikotai (t980) and Warers et al (t98t).

A series of investigations into the relationship between archwire

and bracket slot when the archwire is twisted was carríed out using a

torquemeter (Hixson et al, 1982; 0ìsen, l9B3; Sebanc et al, l9g,+.

Although'there have been severaì studies involving brackets and

I igation, none uti I ized a simultaneous three dimensional analysis of

forces and moments. Very few investigations closely simulated the

mechanical connections between archwire and tooth as they occur cl ini-
cally. Both of these shortcomings should be deaìt with to add valid-
¡ ty to a measurement techn i que. Ref i nements i n measurement techn i que

would ì ikely inprove our understanding of the mechanical characteris-
tics of orthodontic appl iances.

Establ ished Sources of Hechanical Var iabilitv

ln addition to the mechanical factors which can influence force

and moment del ivery and the biological variabil ity that may contrlbute

to inconsistent responses to orthodontic appl iances, other sources of

mechanical variability have been discussed ín the literature. Some of

these mechanical inaccuracies may be partìy responsible for the range

in patient response attributed to variation in tissue response and rnay

also contribute to the range of optimal force values.

Archwire size has been shown to be more variable than many ortho-

dontists may suspect. lt should be recalled that a small change ín

wire dimension results in considerable alteration of beam stiffness
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4 3(lOn is proportional to d or bh ) . Burstone et al (t961) found

significant variation in different batches of supposedly identical

diameter archwires from the same manufacturer and concluded that

higher predictability in establishing LDR woutd be possible if wire

dimensions and qual i ty demonstrated greater standardization.

Del I inger (1978) considered variabi I ity in archwire dimension to

contribute to a loss of control in foree del ivery. This op!nlon was

reiterated by other authors (tang et al, 1982; sebanc et al, l9g4).

Creekmore (1979) was among the first to recognize the influence

of variabil ity in bracket slot size on play or slop between archwire

and bracket slot. The amount of play possible,. measured angularly,

later came to be known as deviation angle. Sìot size variability has

been discussed by Thurow (1982), Hixson et al (1982) and sebanc et al

(1984).

Variability in molar tube size will also contribute to a ìoss of

control over force del ivery. lt has been investigated by Raphael et

al (1981) and Lang et al (1982). They compared the rheoretical degree

of rotation of various archwire-tube combinations to the measured

amount and found the latter to be higher. The amount of deviation

present depended on the manner in which the molar tube had been

formed. Raphael et al (1981) concluded that "...depending on the

brand and type of appliance used the input of torque may result in a

totaì ly unpredictable output of tooth movement.rr

The presence of edge beveì on orthodontic wires that are assumed

to be rectangul ar resuì ts from the manufactur i ng process. Th i s bevel

results in greater deviation angle than would be predicted by consid-
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ering only the variability associated with archwire and bracket slot
dimension (H¡xson et al, 1982). The amount of bevel present varies

between manufacturers and the average percentage contribution of edge

bevel to deviation was calcurated to range fron JZ to 632 (.zo to

12.9 o ) ¡y Seoanc er al (t984).

The importance of play, or deviation angle has been discussed by

other authors. Drenker (1956) acknowledged i ts presence in calcuìat-
ing force and moments resulting from second order bends and Schrody

(1974) accounted for it in his evaluation of the effects of edgewise

torque.

sul ì ivan (1982) discussed factors influencing play and suggested

ligature tension as a variable that could have a ìarge effect on it.
Although ligation was not used in his method, different amounts of

Play' achieved by using tubes of different bore to hold the archwire,

resulted in large differences in force and moment del ivery.

0lsen (,l983) aìso reviewed eìements contributing to deviation

angìe and found tight stainless steel I igation capable of el iminating

it. He also discussed the importance of controlling deviation between

archwire and slot and suggested that in certain si tuations it may be

desirable for such play to exist.

0ther mechanical factors subject to variabiìity may contribute to

inconsistencies in force and moment del ivery. A number of authors

have commented on variability in bracket placement resulting in change

in the force systems produced (Hixon et al, l!/0 and white et al,
197Ð .

Del I inger (1978) and Sebanc et al (1984) concluded that bracker
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placement variabi I ity associated with the range in tooth profi ìe and

size could result in a considerable loss of control and a great range

of clinical results. Both research groups suggested a ìack of accu-

racy and clinical effectiveness with straight wire appìiances due to

variation in dental anatomy

Another variable that may contribute to a range of cìinical
results is operator inconsistency in archwire formation. This has

been d iscussed by |4ah ter and Goodwin OgeÐ, sreyn (1977) and wh i te et

aì (197Ð

The inaccuracy provided by variabi ì ity in archwire and bracket

slot dimensions may contribute to a lack of predictabi I ity in ortho-

dontic force systems. This tendency wouìd be aggravated by inconsis-

tent bracket p ì acement and/or archw i re format i on.

Friction

Friction is a mechanical element of aìmost al I orthodontic appì i-
ances that can exert a large infìuence on force and moment del ivery.

As early as 1960, Stoner recognized appliance friction as a source of

inaccurac¡,.

Hixon et al (1969, l97o) did nor consider friction between the

archwire and bracket sìot to significantly reduce appl ied force

because of tooth jissling due to mastication and other oral forces.

They contrasted dynamic friction (intraoral) wi th static friction
(extraoral) and stated the former was consistently 5% of the appl ied
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force, whereas the latter varied between IOZ ancl 2OZ depending on the

magn i tude of the appl i ed force.

A number of other investigators considered frictional ìosses to

significantly infìuence tooth movement. paulson et al (.I970) cited

friction due to ì igation tightness as an important variabìe in cuspid

retraction. Simi larly, Andrews (197Ð accounted for frictional ìosses

in establ ishing an optimal force for cuspid retraction. Ri ley et al

(97Ð felt frictional forces between archwire and slot may reduce

force ava i I ab ì e for tooth movement.

Frank and N i koì a i (l 980) suggested that tooth movement cont i nues

unt i I the res istance of def ormed PDI'1 structures and k inet ic f r ict iona I

forces exceed del ivered force. tlhen periodontaì resistance decreases

and occlusal forces, w.ire resiliency and masticatory action reduce the
rffriction lock'r, tooth movement occurs again. Jarabak and F izzell
(1972) suggested a simi lar mechanism.

waters et al (t981) hypothesizec that wirh binding of the

archwire in the bracket the deflected span would not return to i ts

original configuration and no force would be appl ied to the teeth.

Friction between archwire and bracket, along rvith bends in the

archwire, couìd contribute to such binding.

Sul ì ivan ('|982) found strong evidence for frictionaì forces

influencing force and moment del ivery when three dimensions were con-

sidered. The presence of large mesiodistal forces as a consequence of

buccol ingual tooth movement were reìated, directly or indirectìy, to

frictional effects. These forces displayed high variabi ì i ty and con-

siderable hysteresis.
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lf the cl inician is to attempt control' over frictional effects it
is necessary to consider factors which influence them.

Archwire size appears to have a direct infìuence on friction
according to some investigators. Ackerman et aì (lgeg) recommended

using smalì diameter archwíres to reduce friction and binding.

Andreason and Quevedo (t970), studying .022 X .028 inch (.559 X .7t ì

mm.) brackets found increasing archwi re size from .0ì4 to .018 inch

(.036 to .046 mm.) resulted in friction increasing arithmetical ìy, and

further progression in wire size caused a geometric rise. Paulson et

aì (lgZO) aìso suggested that larger archwires result in greater fric-
tion. ln comparing intraoral results of cuspid retraction along dif-
ferent archwire sizes Huffman and Way (lgS¡) concluded archwire size

did not significantly influence friction.

The influence of bracket w.idth on friction has also been.investi-

gated. Andreason and Quevedo (lgZO) concluded bracker width did not

ef f ect a change in f riction- K.amiyama and Sasak i (1912) and rhuro',v

(1982) found frictional force to be inversely proportional to bracket

width. Thurow suggested that the shorter distance between bracket

ends resuìted in a greater force perpendicular to the archwire.

Andreason and Zwanzlger (1980) and Frank and Nikolai (lggo) concluded

there was a direct relationship between frictional force and bracket

width. iianr and Nikoìai went on to point out that a decrease in

bracket width was accompanied by an increase in unrestricted tipping.

They also concluded that of all the variables studied, tipping angula-

tion of the wire with respect to the bracket was most influential.
This interrelationship of decreased bracket width and greater tooth
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tipping may be responsible for the lack of agreement regarding the

influence of bracket width on frictionaì force.

lnvestigators have concluded that an increase in play between

archwire and bracket slot, leading to tipping and a reduced contact

area' results in increased sliding friction (Andreason and Quevedo,

1970, Jarabak and F izzell, 1972, sul ì ivan, 1982, sebanc et a l , ì984) .

ln situations where teeth do not need to sl ide aìong an archwire it
may be advantageous to i ncrease p I ay between archw i re and s I ot to

achieve a loose fit and allow the archwire to sìide through the

bracl<et as a nonaligned tooth is brought into alignment (Water-s et al,
l98l). lt is important to consider the influence of archwire size

relative to bracket slot size in this regard.

When binding anguìation occurs as teeth move along an archwire it
is tempting to consider increasing the applied force (es. retraction)

to overcome the friction which is "staììing'r tooth movement. However,

Jarabak and Fizzell (1972) and Thuro,¡,r (lggz) suggested that in such a

situation any increase in active force will only increase frictional
force proport ionatel y.

Surface irregularities of both bracket slot and archwire have

a I so been suggested as factors that i nf I uence the amount of fr i ct i on

present (Frank and Nikolai, ì980; Thurow, lgBZ; Sul I ivan, l9g2).

Lubrication, in the form of saì iva, may not reduce friction to

any extent. Andreason and Quevedo (1970) found no difference when a

variety of friction producing situations were compared under wet and

dry condi tions. Jarabak and Fizzell (lglz) commented on a possible

reason for this behaviour. They suggested that archwire and bracket
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usualìy contact at one (or more)

would easiìy be squeezed out of the

friction.

There is considerabìe lack of

influence friction. However most

fr i ct i ona ì forces can i nf I uence the

tooth movement.

very smal ì area (s)

contact patch wi th

and lubrícant

no reduct i on i n

agreement on

i nvest i gators

forces and

the

have

momen t s

factors

sugges ted

avai lable
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that

for

L i oat i on

Ligation has been widely reported to exert a strong ìnf Iuence

over the amount of friction present in orthodontic appl iances.

Newman (lg6¡) suggested ligating teeth ìoosely to reduce binding

and sl iding friction. simi larly, paulson et al (1970) conctuded the

friction introduced by ligature tightness was one of two important

variables in cuspid retraction. Andreason and Quevedo (.|970) acknowl-

edged the import'ance of ìigation in their study of f rictional forces

and used coil spring to standardize ìigation tension at 150 gm.

Jarabak and Fizzell (1972) emphasize the influence of ligation over

sl iding friction. Storey (lglÐ considered free movement of a I igated

tooth along an archwire an impossibi ì;ty and that determination of the

force applied to such a tooth would be in error by an unknown amount.

When Kami yama and Sasak i (lg7Ð stud i ed factors i nf I uenc i ng fr i c-

tion they ligated the archwires to brackets looseìy, presumably to

minimize binding, but d¡d not mention any method of standardizing
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I igation rension. Ri ìey et al (1979) concluded stainless steeì

ì igation generated higher frictional forces than elastic ì igation,

however they fai led to mention how t¡ghtly the metal I igatures were

appì i ed.

ln evaluating frictional forces present in simulated cuspid

retraction Frank and Nikoìai ('l980) considered both I igation force and

type. lf stainless steeì was empìoyed, the I igation force was quanti-

fied on a subassembly using cal ibrated springs at levels of ì!0 gm.,

225 gn., and 100 gm. They found ligature tie force to be highly

influential over frictional resistance when the bracket slot-archwire

anguìation was ìow. The difference in friction produced by elastic
I igation and steel ì igation of ZZj gn. was insignificant.

Waters et al (198'l) recommended Ioose I igation to avoid binding,

whi le Thurow ('l982) suggested elastic I igation for cases requiring

sì iding of a bracket along an archwire because of its smoothness and

ì im i ted strenqth. When Huf f man and \n1ay (tg8¡) er¡a I uated cusp iC

retraction intraorally they acknowledged ligation tension as a vari-
able in evaluating friction and used loose steeì ì igation to the dis-
tal wing of the bracket.

Ligation can infìuence other mechanical variables that are impor-

tant in control I ing tooth movement in addition to frictional resis-

tance.

Deviation angle, or play, results when the archwire does not com-

pletely fi l l the bracket slot. Burstone (1981) suggested l igation as

a means to el iminate play in the first order direction in edgewise

brackets by ful ly seating the archwire in the bracket slot. He also
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pointed out that ligation is capable of reducing second order play, if
present. Hixson et aì (1982) commented on I igation as one of several

variables that influence archwire-bracket sìot engagement. ln 19g3,

0lsen demonstrated that ti'ght stainless steeì ligation totally elimi-
nated all deviation angìes in all conventionaì brackets studied. The

magni tude of apicaì ly appl ied torce requi red to introduce pìay was

dependent upon the archwire size and edge bevel. Elastic I igation was

ineffective in eìiminating deviation angle at signif icant torque

moments for aìl the archwire/bracket combinations 0lsen studied"

Loose stainless steeì I igatures, either as a result of intended tech-

nique or due to repeated trials, also resulted in pìay between the

archw i re and bracket .

The manner in which the archwire is held in the bracket wi.ì I

influence the wire's behaviour as either a supported or constrained

beam. As discussed earl ier this may have a great influence over force

and moment delivery. Additionally, ligation may influence the elasiic
or plastic deformation of the archwire along with other factors influ-
enc i ng tooth movement.

As ear I y as I !l/ Sved was ar^/are that archw i re behav iour was gov-

erned by the kind of attachment used and its degree of fixation. He

gave examples of increasing force levels by more than two and one half

times only by changing from a free support to a fixed one (supported

beam to constrained beam). ln l9l+8, Sved discussed the role of ì iga-

tion in force delivery in light and heavy archwires. The intensity of

force del ivery in heavy wires was I imited onìy by I igature strength.

The amount of force achieved with light wire was limited by the elas-
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t¡c property of the archwire and ìigation did not produce greater

force wi th further tightening beyond a certain point. Sved considered

this latter property desirable since it gave a factor of safety.

l'Jaters et al (1981) suggested loose ligation as a method of mini-

mizing both plastic deformation of the archwire and ful I bracket

engagement resulting in severe wire curvature. They also suggested

that when plastic deformation occurred LDR was altered and archwire

recovery was not complete. Thurow (ì982) concluded that elastic I iga-

tion provided an energy storage function in addi tion to, or in some

cases instead of, the archwire. Elastic I igatures eased the individ-

ual teeth into fuì I engagement over an extended period rather than

with the instanteous heavy force appl ication of wire I igation. Thurow

considered steel I ígatures more appropriate where appì iance design

called for a flexible archwire component such as a loop to act as the

energy storage component.

Qrrllirr¡n /ìoÂt\ +^,J ^^ ^^.,^--t ^r r:,-t:--\tJvLt LvrrlilerrLsv vrr Þçvsr qr qÞPEIL> ut tt9dLlulì illlu

force deìivery. He suggested the infìuence of archwire-bracket slot

connection by ì igation on the effectiveness of the stiffness of the

wire" The difference in the beam type and subseguent force level due

to a tlvo point constraint versus a continuous bending constraint was

d i scussed. The manner by wh i ch the archwi re was restra i ned i n the

bracket, ìargeìy influenced by I igation, was also recognized as capa-

ble of altering the effective beam ìength. Earlier beam theory dis-

cussion i I lustrated the importance of beam length on LDR (inversely
/) ')

proportional wf").

The variabiIity of Iigation has been recognized by several
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authors. The studies reported by Andreason and Quevedo (lgzo) and

Frank and Nikolai (1980) used caìibrated springs to achieve consistent

I igation. Sull ivan (.l982) r âs a result of the inconsistent I igation

tens i on encountered, used tubes i nstead of brackets and I i gat i on i n

his investigation.

Ligation technique has been presented in orthodontic texts
(Jarabak and F izzell, 1972, Thurow, 198?) and most orthodontists use

methods simi lar to those presented. creekmore (197Ð and 0ìsen (lgg¡)

commented on the importance of digitally seating the archwire into the

bracket slot rather than relying on twisting the I igature with pl iers

to minimize pìay. l.Jaters et al (l98l) recommended ligating aìigned

teeth first and then I ígating the more irregular teeth working from

the centerì ine and proceeding distal ly. sul I ivan,s (19g2) suggestion

of ligating irregular teeth ror" iightìy than aligned teeth would be

difficuìt to carry out if the iechnique proposed by waters et al

(ì98t) is used.

A I ternate I iga t ion systems have been proposed by Fogel and i'1ag i I I

(1976) and Hanson (1980). Both involve self-locking components to

el iminate I igature ty¡ng. The spring cl ip system, as discussed by

Hanson (1980) ' was considered capable of contributing to the elaslic
torque of the archwire and controì I ing play, or deviation angìe in

various dimensions. 0lsen (ì983) tested the spring clip ligation
method and concluded that it behaved much like elastic ligation and

was relatively inef f ective in eliminating archwire play.
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Conclusion

' The review of the I iterature has demonstrated the presence of

biological and mechanical variables influencing tooth movement. To

move teeth wi th greater control the orthodont i st must attempt to
understand and control as many of these variables as possibìe. The

mechanical variables discussed may have infìuenced force delivery to

such an extent that investigations into biologicaì variabi I íty were

hampered by inconsistent or incorrect technique. An ideal investiga-

tion into the relationship between orthodontic force systems and tooth

response wou I d be perf ormed i ntraora ì ly at the leve ì of the pDl'l but

would require techniques not presentìy available. ln view of this
impossÍbi I ity a simultaneous three dimensional study of forces and

moments on a dynamic modeì simuìating the intraoral situation is the

optimal method currently avai lable.

The literature review a'l so suggests that bracket and ligation
phenomena can influence several aspects of force and moment deì ivery

such as friction, deviation angìe, archwire restraint, beam length,

and archwi re deformat i on.

For these reasons a simultaneous three dimensional investigation

of the influence of I igation on force and moment del ivery was initi-
ated.
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I4ATER IALS AND ¡lETHODS

I ntroduct i on

The method used in this investigation is based on instrumenta-

tion, previously used by Sul I ivan (.l982), which al lows simultaneous

measurement of forces and moments a I ong the three axes of the

ear tes i an Coord i nate system.

The technigue used in the present investigation differed signifi-
cantly from previous studies using the same measuring apparatus. To

study the influence of ligation modifications were necessary to allow

the use of edgewise brackets. An important difference is that the
I'teethrr and archwire began in a malal igned state and motion of the

activation system represented the tooth moving into al ignment due to

forces from the archwire. This modification made it imperative for

one to be able accurately to measure the initial forces and moments

caused by the Iigation of the wire to the malaìigned,teeth'. These

requirements, necessitated considerable change in the method as com-

pared to previous investigations carried out in this laboratory.

Details of these modifications are given later in this chapter. The

three principìe components (Fis. l) of the previously described appa-

ratus are:

(l)

(2)

(3)

a measuring system,

a data acquisition system,

and a minicomputer and data storage system
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Data acquisit'ion system (D.A.S.)

Measurjng system

14inìcomputer and data storage system

32

I

2

J

'E
I

n

Fi gure 'l : General vi ew of the i nstrumentati on
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Heasur i nq S vs tem

The measuring system employs six transducers to simultaneousìy

assess three forces and three moments. The maximum capacity of the

transducers is lJ00 gm. of force and 23,ooo gm.mm. of moment.

The forces and moments measured were as fol ìows:

(See

(l) force in the x direction (Fx): force in the buccal-ì inguaì

direction.

(2) force in the y direction (ry): force in the occìusaì-

gingival direction.

(3) force in the z direction (rz): force in the mesial-distal

direction.

(4) moment around the x a,x i s (¡t-x) : rotat ion arounc the bucca I -

ìingual axis.

(5) moment around the y axis (lty): rotation around the occlusal-

gingival axis.

(6) moment around the z ax is (t'iz) : rotat ion around the mes ia I -

distal axis.

Fig. 2 for graphic representation)

The measur i ng system

completed and immediately

was ca I i brated af ter prototype tr i a I s were

before final data accumulation.
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Fìgure 2: Relationship of forces and moments to the measured system
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The ca I i brat i on process conf i rmed the accuracy of the system to be

within 32.

Data Acouisition System

The acquisition system (o.n.s.¡ \^/as a JOo channeì Hewlet packard

cross bar scanner. Th i s system received i nput from the transducers i n

the measuring system and fed into the minicomputer. lnput to the data

acquisitíon system could be control led either remotely by the minicom-

puter or directly by the operator. The former procedure was used in

data accumuìation, the latter in system cal ibration.

14inicqmputer and Data Storage

Otltnltt frnm fha ¡l¡l- ri-i+ìsvYurrt Ltett Þ/>Lcilt wds

Packard minicomputer model 9830A. l'lagnetic tape

for program and data storage. An x-y plotter and

emp I oyed for data presentat i on.

¡^J ! --!teu tnLo a Hewtet

cassettes were used

a ì i ne pr i nter were

Computer Proqrams

Three different computer programs were used in this investiga-

tion. All were written in BASIC and two were modifications of pro-

grams used previously by Sul I ivan (1982) and others.
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The data acquisition program used was simiìar to that of Suìlivan

(1982) and again provided procedural order, keyboard control over

experimental variables and graphic display on the x-y plotter. l.Jhen

an experimental triaì was completed the acquisition program provided

data storage onto a separate magnetic cassette tape.

The data analysis program used was also simi lar to that of

Sul I ivan (1982) and converted data from the magnetic tape to a more

usable form. A variety of relationships between force, moment and

activation couìd be presented on either the x-y plotter or the ì ine

printer. Graphic presentation couìd be chosen in which the horizontal

axis was proportional to force or activation and the verticaì axis to
force or moment.

Subprograms were also estabì ished for data presentation in which

the values of forces and moments that typically were of relatively low

magnitude (such as for Py, Pz, l'lx, fiy) wouìd be expanded in relation
to thc rrarti¡¡l ¡vic Thi. ¡ì+^-^-+:.,^ ^- :-- -^--*:!!--rer Lçr rroLrvs Pr egf c1ilililrilg PerilttLLeo gaslgr

anaIysis of the reIationships amongst these values and between them

and other variables such as activation, px or Hz.

Activation Svstem Desiqn

The goals in designing the activation system were to establ ish a

method of employing wires ligated into edgewise siamese brackets while

minimizing the influence of varíables other than ligation on forces

and moments. The clinical situation of aligning a buccally or lingu-
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al ly malal igned tooth was simulated in the activation system.

Brackets used were 0rmco¡t cuspid/bicuspid with no tip or torque in the

slot relative to the base.

A series of brass rrtooth' repl icas were fabricated with a curved

labial surface (Fig. 3). These brass repl icas wi I I be referred to as

teeth for the remainder of the thesis and typical dental terminology

wi I I be used when describing their size, orientation and movement.

The buccal surface of the model teeth had a radius of curvature which

matched that of the bonding bases of the 0rmco brackets. The dimen-

s ions of the brass teeth were un i form and constant i n the mes i a I -

distal and occlusal-gingival dimensions. The teeth were level and

al igned in the occlusal-gingival direction. To simulate a buccal or

I ingual malal ignment the outside or end teeth of a three-tooth segment

were fabr icated 2 mm. shorter or longer than the center tooth, wh i ch

rePresented the malaligned tooth. The buccal-lingual dimension of the

center tooth, which was attached to the measuring system was constant

for all cìinical situations tested. The buccaì-ìingual dimension of

the end teeth, which were attached to the activation system, was con-

stant within the buccal malalignment group or the linguaì malalignment

group (ris. 3).

Stainless steel spacer blocks were used to estasl ish the mesial-

distaì relationships between the three teeth (fig. 3) " The inter_

bracket distance was constant at 6./ mm., corresponding to a distance

of l0 mm. between centers of the brass teeth and a bracket slot width

of 3.3 mm. between the extreme of each bracket wing (fig. 4).

* 0rmco, Gìendora, Cal ifornia.
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Bucca I l4al a'l i gnment

L'ingual Mal al i gnment

threaded bol t
brass end tooth
steel spacer block
brass center tooth
tapped screw hole
countersunk hol e

I
?

4
5

6

Fi gure 3: Three-tooth assemb'ly
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Figure 4: Three-tooth assemb'ly 'interbracket dimensions
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An earì ier investigation by Suì I ivan (1982) used an inter_

attachment distance that varied between 2 mm. and 4 mm. He found the

elastic I imit for a number of ìow modulus archwires to be roughly 1.5

mm. at the intertube distances he had chosen. ln this work it was

felt that a Iarge interbracket distance would be useful in avoiding

permanent deformation of the archwires being studied. Aìthough an

interbracket distance of 6.7 mm. is greater than that usually found

intra-oraììy it could represent the clinical situation of not ini-
tiaìly bonding and/or bonding alì of the teeth in an arch. The larger

i nterbracket d i stance a I so ensured easy access to the brackets to

achieve a controlìed ligation technique. lt was hoped that the longer

d i stance between brackets wou I d reduce both the I oad def I ect i on rates

and the force levels achieved by the ìow modulus archwires as compared

to Sullivan's stuày.

A threaded bolt was passed through the assembly of teeth and spa-

cers and tightened with a washer and nut (ris. j). An aluminum, alloy
jig was fabricated with a rectangular channel to hold and accurately

al ign the teeth and spacer blocks whi le the al ignment bolt and nut

were tightened. ln this way the brass teeth were kept in uniform

relationship to each other in aìl dimensions with their occlusal, gin-
gival and lingual surfaces flush.

An idea as to how the teeth were fitted to the entire system can

be gained by referring to Figure 3. while still held rigidly
together, the end teeth were fixed to the activation system through

the tapped screwholes. The center tooth was secured to the measuring

system by a screw through the countersunk hole in that tooth. Thus,
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after removaì of aì I temporar¡, constraints, such as the threaded bolt

and spacer blocks, the forces and moments generated by the archwire

I^/ere equ i I i br i ated through the measur i ng system rather than through

the constraints. Relative motion between the center (measured) tooth

and the end teeth was achieved by moving the latter teeth. Thus the

inherent immobil ity of the measuring system was easi ly overcome.

A system was deveìoped to consistentìy mount brackets to the

brass teeth while they were held in constant position relative to each

other. The bracket mounting system placed the brackets at the same

position on the labiaì surface of the brass teeth (rig. S) . The I in-
gua ì surf aces of the teeth, \n/h i ch were p I anar and f I ush to each other

were held against a brass block that travelled along a vertical stain-
less steel plate. The sl iding brass block was held to the plate by

spring loaded steel rol I ing pins. The occlusal surfaces of the three

teeth, planar and parallel, aìso travelled along the steel plate held

against it by digitaì pressure. The labial surfaces of the teeth

engaged the bonding bases of the brackets. The brackets were held by

T-shaped steel templates that closely engaged the bracket slot and

interwing space of the labial surface of each bracket. The bracket

holding templates were mounted to correspond to the interbracket spac-

ing establ ished by the steel spacer blocl<s between the brass teeth.

The center or middle bracket holder was spring loaded to accomodate

the buccal and I inguaì malaì ignment situations. The bracket holders

were rigidly held to the vertical stainless steel plate via a fixed

brass block (fig. Ð.
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l. Slidjng brass block

?. Bracket holding tempìates

3. F'ixed brass bl ock

2

Fìgure 5: Bracket rnount'ing system.
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The Ormco brackets were kindly suppl ied by the manufacturer and

were selected to el iminate those with smal I geometric irregularities.

Brackets were attached to the brass teeth with rapid setting tb/o part

epoxy resin. The bonding strength of this system was estabì ished to

be in excess of .1600 gm. for any type of shearing or tensi le ìoad

appl i ed.

The aluminum al loy aì ignment and holding j ig was attached to a

heavy steel plate. The three-tooth assembly, held rigidly in the j ig

by retaining pins, was stabi I ized by the steel plate enabì ing an

archwire segment to be I igated into the exposed brackets with relative

ease (Fig. 6) . Subsequent to I igation the teeth and spacer blocks,

stiìl held rigidly by the nut and bolt could be released from the aìu-

minum j iS by removing the retaining pins.

Once reìeased from the aluminum j ig, the teeth and spacer blocks

were attached to a brass hoìdinS jig that was rigidly held by screws

to the I ingual surfaces of the three teeth (FiS. 7, top). The assem-

bly could then be transferred to the measuring and activation systems.

One of the most dif.ficult aspects of this investigation was

establ ishing a technique to mount the I igated archwi relthree tooth

assembìy to the measuring system wi thout artificial ly creating a vari-

ety of forces and moments that wouìd significantly mask the force sys-

tem being investigated. The system that was successful in achieving

this goal was based on dentaì composite resin (Kerr:'< Resin Bonded

Br.idge Cement) .

* Kerr Canada, Mjssissauga, 0ntario.
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Top View

0bì ique View

aluminum alloy jig
retajnìng p'ins

three-tooth assemb'l y ì ncl udi ng spacer bl ocks
and threaded bol t

2

2

J

Figure 6: Alumjnun alìoy a'l ìgnment and holding jìg
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Top

Bottom

l. brass jìg
2. screws attaching brass j'ig to three-tooth assembly
3. lower brass plate
4. brass sl eeves
5. screws attachìng end teeth to lower brass plate

Brass jìg: Top: Three-tooth assembìy and brass iig (threaded bolt
and spacer bl ocks i n p'lace) .

Bottom: Three-tooth segment and brass iig (w'ithout bolt
and spacer blocks) mounted to lower brass plate.

I

ii

4

3

I

Fi gure 7:
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rhe rîgidìy held three-tooth assembìy including the ligated

archwi re was attached to the i nfer i or surface of a brass pì ate by

threaded screws that engaged the end teeth only. This brass plate

holding the teeth also supported a brass sleeve at each end of its
superior surface. Once attached to the brass plate, the threaded bolt
and spacer blocks were removed from the three-tooth assembly. The

three teeth remained attached to the brass holding jig along their
l i ngua l surfaces (f i g. L bottom) .

The three teeth and brass j ig, together wi th the plate 
"ng

sleeves' were attached to the measuring system with a screw via the

center tooth only. A second brass plate was attached to the activa-
t i on system of the i nstrument. Th i s second pl ate had threaded pi ns

projecting from its inferior surface which fit inside the brass

sleeves of the f ¡ rst plate. The threaded pi ns did not contacL the

sleeves at any point. Resin was placed into the brass sleeves and the

pins were ìowered,into the sleeves before the resin set (Fis. g).

Upon compìetion of the setting of the resin, the ìower plate and

al I three teeth were firmly attached to the upper pìate and the acti-
vation arm of the instrument. (ttre strength of the threaded pin/resin

system used was establ ished to be in excess of 2000 gm. for any type

of loading that wouìd be encountered in this experiment.

Perpendicular loading of the pins, held by resin in the sleevesr pFo-

duced no measurable pin dispìacement wi th loads in excess of 2000

sm.). The forces and moments generated by this coupl ing process were

monitored and the trial could be discarded if excessive leveìs were
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Upper brass pìate
threaded p'in (inserts into resin)
screws attaching upper brass pìate to horizontal arm
horizontal arm of actjvation system
screws attachi!g end teeth to lower brass pìate
brass sleeves (containìng resin)
lower brass pìate
three-tooth segment
screw holding center tooth to measuring systenr

F'igure 8: Procedure for attachjng upper and lower brass p'lates incìuding
three-tooth segment"
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2
3
4
5

6
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B
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i ntroduced.

By removing the brass jig holdíng the teeth rigidìy together the

center tooth was no ìonger attached to the actívatíon system of the

instrument. 0nly the end teeth, via the brass plates, sleeves, resin

and threaded pins travelled with the activation arm. The center tooth

rema i ned stat i onary, attached to the measur i ng system (F i s. g) .

Forces and moments generated by the ìigated archwire acted on the cen-

ter tooth and measuríng system.

The measuring instrument allows linear movement of the actívation

system in al ì three directions. This investigation, however chiefìy
uti I ized its capacity in the buccal-l ingual (x) dimension. For a gen-

eral view of the instrument with the three-tooth segment in place see

Figure 10.

An activation range of 2 mm. ín either the buccal or I ingual

direction was used. This brought the malaligned tooth (either lingual

or buccal) into a position of alignment with its neighboring teeth.

Ten activation points were selected along the 2 mm. path (.2 mm.

intervals). Activation distances, selected by the operator, h/ere ßìon-

itored by ì inear voìtage displacement transducers (L.v.D.T.) and con-

troìled by the minicomputer.

The activation system has addi tional features which help to simu-

late the cìinical situation. The measuring device allows a .2 mm.

freedom of movements in its housing when ful ly loaded. This, approxi-

mateìy, duplicates the width of the pDl4 space (stuteville, l93g;

I saacson and Burstone ' 1976) . The act i vat i on system requ i res mechan i -

caì vibration to be consistently applied in frequency, duratÍon and
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horizontal arm of activation systent
upper brass plate
threaded pÍ n
brass sl eeves (contaìning resìn)
lower brass piate
screws attachìng end teeth to lower brass p'late
end teeth
center tooth
measurj ng system

Detajled vjew of three-tooth segment attached to activatjon and
measurjng systems.

I
2
J
4
Ã

6
7

Õ

9

Fi gure 9
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Figure l0: General view of the instrument.
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intensity. This vibration also approximately simuìates. the effects of

mastication and occlusal interdigitation on the orthodontic appì iance.

Vibration is appl ied before initial readings are recorded and at every

step of the act i vat i on process.

To allow assessment of intraoperator variability lO sets of buc-

cal and ì ingual malal ignment tooth configurations were fabricated.

I'Ji th in each subgroup the sets were manuf actured to un i f orm and con-

stant dimensions and brackets were mounted uniformly. An operator

could ì igate a number of archwire segments sequential ly without the

de I ay of exper i menta ì procedure between subsequent I i gat i ons. The

design of the activation system is compl icated by al lowing the teeth

to be ligated other than directly on the instrument. However this
feature alìows various operators to perform ìigation on the model

teeth at a site of their choice

Due to the time reguired in establ ishing the overal I experimental

method' an assessment of interoperator variabi ì ity was not possible at

this time. I nstead, this study invoìved data accumulated by one oper-

ator ' name ìy the author . The three teeth r^/ere mounted to the measur-

i ng and act i vat i on systems us i ng the procedure descr i bed but wi thout

an archwire in place. Subsequent to the resin setting process an

archwire was I igated to the teeth. By monitoring the measuring system

it was ascertained that accidentaì overloading did not occur with the
,ligation process. Once resin setting had occurred a number of trials

could be consecutively carried out, thus conserving time and material.

ln addition to the above mentioned experiments involving three-

tooth segments operated over a 2 mm. distance buccal ly or I ingual ly
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other investigations were carried out. These includeci trials in whicn

the three-tooth segments operated over a 4 mm. distance and experi-

ments in which archwire segments h,ere ìigated to only two of the three

teeth. These additional experiments provided fuither insight into the

phenomena observed in the previously described triaìs.

llode I Tooth

The centraì measured tooth used in this investigation involved

two separabìe components (Fis. ìl). The inferior component, made of

steel' was attached to the measuring system and remained in that posi-

tion at alì times. The superior component of the model tooth was made

of brass. The two components.were held rigidìy by a screw. }.Jith both

part.s in place the dimensions of the model tooth as shown in Figure l2

are closely representative of the cl inical situation. The brass com-

ponent was the center tooth of the three-tooth segment described

above. An edgewise bracket was mounted to the ìabial surface of the

brass component of the model tooth (Fis. ll). The dimensions of the

center tooth were identical for both the I ingual and buccal malal ign-

ment combinations with the offset achieved by changes in the dimension

of the outside or end teeth.
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a
J

brass superior component - center tooth of three-tooth
seqment
steel inferior component - attached to measuring system
horjzontal arm of act'ivation system

2

I

¿

3

Fi gure I'l : Model tooth.
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Figure 12:
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l.Jires Tested

A variety of archwire segments were initial ly tested, each having

a length of J! mm.

Beta Titanium al loy (Tl\tAvr) was avai lable as stra¡ght lengths in

small round diameters. lts low modulus of elasticity lends it to

cl inical appl ícations requiring tooth al ignment. By investigating ¡ts

performance in the buccal and I ingual maìal ignments, as presented in

this experiment, it was possible to assess the ability of rl,lA to

res i st permanent deformat i on on bracket engagement and del iver the

force system necessary to achieve tooth al ignment.

Other wires tested included multistranded wires (fr¡tls¡:trt), a

nickel-titanium alloy archwire (N¡t¡nolt("(tr) and stainless steel

archwires (Tru-Chro¡s:t:'c) A variety of d¡fficulties were encountered in

applying these wires to the method developed for this experiment.

Details of the difficulties encountered are discussed in Results.

L iqat ion l'1ater ia ì

Ligaion material used was either "¡"s1s¡sricr'rr. or .25\ mm.

(.0¡0 inch) dead sof t stainless 5fesl:t:k:l . The elastomer ic ì igatures

urere stored briefly on stainless steel canes before being used

* 0rmco, Glendora, California** Rocky Mountain, Denver, Colorado*** Unìtek, Monrovia, California
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This was felt to represent the

prestretching as would ì ikely

clinical situation and

occur when used i ntra-

Exoer imental Procedure

The influence of ligation on force and moment deìivery was inves-

tigated on buccal and lingual malaligned three-tooth segment.s. The

archwire used was .406 mm" (.016 inch) T¡'lA (0rmco) in a straight seg-

ment. Loose and tight steel ìigation was used for both types of mala-

I i gnments. Thus four subgroups were i nvest i gated:

Buccal-loose

Buccaì-tight

Lingual-loose

Lingual-tight.

Wi th¡n each subgroup ten trials were consecutiveìy performed,

attempting to keep the ligation tension identical for each set. The

center tooth was I igated first, with the pigtai I tie on the right hand

side. The end tooth to the right of the center tooth was subsequently

ligated, âlso with the pigtail tie oriented to the right. The end

tooth to the left of the center tooth was I igated last, with the pig-

tai I tie oriented to the left. The archwire was heìd in the bracket

sìot by finger pressure as the ligation process was initiated. The

initial twists of the I igature strands were achieved manuaì ìy, estab-

(r)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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I ishing the desi red tension. The I igature strands were further coi led

wi th a l4ath ieu¡'c need le holder . The I ¡gature wi re passed both t ie

wings. The pigtai I tie end was cut, but not tucked under the

archwire.

For tight ligation the archwire was firmly seated in the bracket

slot and the ligatur:e wire was held in close approximation to the tie

wings as it râ,as coiled. For all teeth I igated tightìy the archwire

was held within the outline of both tie wings of the brackets when

v i ewi ng from the occ I usa I surface (F i S. I 3) .

The parameters of loose I igation were not as clear as they were

for tight I igation. When I igating the center teeth loosely, suffi-

cient tension was appl ied to cause the archwire to pass through the

outl ine of both tie wings as it left the bracket. However the

archwire did not necessarily have to remain ìingual to the ìabial out-

I íne of the tie wing along its entire mesial-distal dimension. When

ì igating the end teeth loosely, the archwire had to pass within the

outline of one of the tie wings, but not necessarily both. For lin-
gual malaì ignments the archwire passed within the outl ine of the tie

w i ngs nearer to the center tooth. For bucca I ma I a I i gnments the

archwi re passed wi thin the outl ine of the tie wings further from the

ceRter tooth (FiS. l4) .

Each of the four subgroups was ìigated at one sitting and all

necessary experimental procedures on that subgroup were carrîed out

consecutively on the same day.

+ Unitek, Monrovja, Cal ifornia
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Buccal I'lal al ì gnment

Linguaì Malal ignment

't

Figure ì 3: Three-tooth assembly with t jght'ly ì'igated archwjre
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Buccal Mal al ì gnment
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Figure '14: Three-tooth assembly with loosely ì igated archwire
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Buccal Malal ìgnment

.sÈ@,Ñ]Ñt

Lìngual Mal al ignment

F'igure 15: Three-tooth assembìy with el astical ìy I igated archwìre
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A series of trials using elastic I igation was aìso carried out.

The individuaì elastic moduìes were removed from their storage cane

and adapted around the bracket tie wings using a l'lathieu needle holder

whi le manual ly stabi I izing the archwi re. The prel iminary investiga-

tion showed that elastic ì igation produced very consistent force and

moment character i st i cs when the same type of archwi re was tested.

Thus a series of ten consecutive eìastic I igations was not performed.

The manner in which the elastic Iigature constrained the archwire

within the tie wings of the bracket is i I lustrated in Figure 15.

The malaligned center tooth was brought into alignment with the

end teeth by moving the activation assembìy buccal ly or I ingually 2

mm. in .2 mm. increments. Forces and moments at each interval were

recorded on magnetic cassette tape. At the end of each run the seg-

meni of archwire was removed, label ìed and stored for later observa-

tion.

Data Ana I ys i s

The computer programs described earl ier, in conjunction with

data acquisition system, convert the output of the transducers to

ues of forces and moments acting at the center of resistance of

measured tooth.

The data analysis program was used to retrieve stored data

display it either graphical ìy on the x-y plotter or on the

pr i nter.

the

val-

the

and

I ine
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A number of relationships nere plotted and investigated. The

horizontal axis for the various plots aìways represented the direction

of activation, whi le the vertical axis represented ei ther force or

moment:

(r)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Px/Ax: the force

Py / ex: the force

Pz/ Ax: the force

llx/ Ax: the moment

linguaì axis).

Äy/Ax: the moment

apical axis).

Az/Ax: the moment

distal axis).

to activation ratio (buccaì-l ingual) .

to activation ratio (occlusal-apical) .

to activation ratio (mesiaì-distaì) .

to act i vat i on rat i o (around the bucca l -

(5) to act i vat i on rat i o (around the occ ì usa ì -

(6) to activation ratio (around the mesial-

By examining these relationships, the three dimensionaì tooth movement

I ikely to resul t from the forces and moments del ivered at various

activations could be studied.
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RESULTS

The objective of th¡s study was to investigate the influence of

ligation technique on orthodontic force systems. A number of differ-

ent experimental conditions were tested in an attempt to elucidate the

characteristics of the ligation process. A majority of the tests

measured the forces and moments acting on the center tooth in a three-

tooth segment. This tooth was initiaì ly buccal ìy or ì ingual ly maìa-

ligned in most of the tests. A small number of tests involved a

three-tooth segment in which al I teeth were initial ly al igned. ln a

ì imi ted number of tr i aì s onl y two adjacent teeth of the three-tooth

segment were ligated to the archwire and the forces and moments acting

on one of the teeth were recorded. Controì I ed ì i gat i on techn i ques

including tight steel, ìoose steeì, and elastic (described in

l'lateriaìs and t'lethods) were applied in these various orthodontic situ-

ations.

To facilitate reading of the discussion the three-tooth segment

in which the center tooth was buccal ìy maìaì igned by 2 mm. wi I I be

referred to as BUCCAL. The three-tooth segment in which the center

tooth r^,as ìingually malaligned by 2 mm. will be referred to as

LINGUAL. The three-tooth segment in which alì three teeth were ini-

tially al igned wiìl be referred to as ALIGNED. Trials in which

tightly I igated stainless steel I igatures were used wi I I be referred

to as TIGHT. Those involving looseìy I igated stainìess steel I iga-

tures wi I ì be referred to as L00SE. Tr i al s i nvolvi ng el astomer i c

I igation wi I I be referred to as ELASTI C.
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Data Presentat i on

Sampìe data representative of the range of experimental trials
are presented graphically in this section. The graphs in this thesis

fal I into two broad categories. The first type represents an average

of ten experimental runs in which the conditions being tested (initial

malal ignment, range of activation, qrchwire size and material, I iga-

ture tens i on and mater i a I ) were kept constant. The mean va I ues of

forces and/or moments are plotted against activation. Each point is

extended in the vertical direction to indicate pìus and minus one

standard dev i at i on (n- t we i ghtins) . Each po i nt represents the mean of

ten data po i nts recorded at that par t i cu I ar act i vat i on. Graphs of

this type include Figures l6 to 19. The second type of graph repre-

sents the data obtained from an individual experimental trial. This

type of graph (Figure 20 to 3l) al lows a more accurate assessrnent of

the correlation between var ious force and moment parameters wi thout

the smoothing effect present in graphs of mean values.

Aìl graphs in this thesis share certain characteristics. The

horizontal axis of the plot represents activation,/deactivation dis-

tance (Ax) and is marked off in divisions of .4 mm. or .8 mm. depend-

ing on the total activation range. The vertical axis represents both

force and moment. Force is marked at intervals of 2oo 9fi., whi Ie

moment is marked in increments of 4000 gm.mm. The plots in this the-

sis are photocopies of the original computer plots provided by the

programs described in flaterials and Hethods.

The primary goaì in al igning a bucca.l ry or r ingual ly malposed
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tooth was to provide a buccoì ingual force (px) possessing appropriate

characteristics to achieve this goal. Since only round wires were

tested th i s f orce was accompan ied by a correspond i ng moment (l,tz)

around the mes i a I -d i sta I ax i s. Thus PxlAx and ìiz/ Ax are pì otted

together on one set of axes.

Extraneous f orces and moments such as pz, I'tx and l'ly were a I so

present, although typically h/ere of a much lesser magnitude than Px or

I'lz. As a result of the experimental method the initiaì values for pz,

I'lx and I'ty were occas iona ì ly i nf luenced in a random manner over a sma I ì

level of magnitude. consequently, plots îor pz/Ax, llx/Ax and l4ylAx

are presented in two different forms. ln one form their actual values

are plotted. ln the second form the initial vaìues of Pz, t4x and l'1y

are made equal to zero and the magnitude of their relative values is

muìtipl ied by a factor of five. This second manner of presentation

f or Pz/ Ax, llx/ Ax and l4y/Ax eases v i sua I i nterpretat i on of these re I a-

t i onsh i ps and trends.

Plots f or Pz/Ax, llx/Ax and l4y/Ax whether presented as actual val-

ues or with their initiaì values shifted to zero, are graphed with a

common vertical axis. However, each of Pz/Ax, Hx,/Ax and l'ly/Ax are

plotted relative to separate horizontal axes to prevent overlapping.

As anticipated the vaìues for Py are very smal I and are insignif-

icant. One plot of the relationship Py/lx is presented on a separate

set of axes (F iS. 27) .

The graphs in Figures t6 to 3t represent data that is referred to

in the Discussion. These figures mainly represent plots of pxlAx and

l4z/Ax for various experimentaì conditions (Figures l6 to Z6). For the
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sake of brevity not al I plots of Pz/Ax, lix/Ax and f,lylAx are presented

in the Resulrs. 0nly those of BUCCAL TIGHT (Figures 28 ancl 29) and of

two-tooth trials (rigures lo and 3l) are included in the Resuìts.

However, for completeness, plots of pz/Ax, lix/Ax and fiy/Ax for aìì the

experimental conditions discussed are presented in the Appendix, along

with al I of the corresponding plots of px/Ax and Az/Ax.

ln plots involving maìal igned teeth the initiaì values represent

the most malal igned condition. t/ith deactivation the teeth were

brought into alignment. Graphicalìy this is represented by a solid

Iine. The teeth were then returned to their maiaIigned condition.

The return set of activations is pìotted with a dotted I ine. Aìthough

this return would not be performed clinically it was useful to demon-

strate certain characteristics of the force system, such as hystere-

sis. Results from ì ingual maìal ignments are plotted to the left of

the vertical axis (for example, see Figure ì8) and results from buccal

nlaìalignments are pìotted to the right of the vertical axis (for exam-

pìe, see Figure ì6).

For graphs involving three-tooth segments in which the teeth were

initially aligned the solid line pìots represent the teeth moving into

a posit¡on of malal ignment. Dotted I ine plots represent the teeth

returning to a position of alignment. For initialìy aligned teeth

pìots to the left of the vertical axis represent the center tooth buc-

cal ly malaì igned and plots to the right of the vertical axis represent

ìingual malaìîgnment (for example, see Figure 25).
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Archwire Tested

I n i t ia I attempts at us ing .44-! mm . (.01.75 i nch) Tr if lex archwi res

conf irmed Sullivan's f indings (1982) that this multistranded wire h/as

prone to large frictional effects. lt was felt that the magnitude and

irregularity of these frictional forces could mask the effects of

I igation.

Tests were also carried out on Nitinol archwires in.406 mm.

(.016 inch) and .457 mm. (.0r8 inch) sizes. þJire of this size and

type was only availabìe in arch blanks. ln the larger size it was

difficult to obtain a straight 35 mm. length of wire. For both sizes

the large number of wire samples required,for this study, coupled with

the form in which this wire was availabìe, made its use impracticable.

Prel iminary tests were aìso carried. out using .336 mm. (.0.ll,

inch) Truchrome stainless steel archwire. This wire exhibited a ten-

dency towards permanent deformation when tightly ligated into the

three-tooth segments at the i nterbracket d imens i ons used i n th i s

i nvest i gat i on.

lnitial experiments included trials with .457 mm. (.olB inch) T¡1A

as the test archwire. Borh .406 mm. (.0t6 inch) Tl'1A and .t+57 (.Olg

inc) TltlA are available in straight lengths from the manufacturer. The

larger size of Tt'14 had a greater tendency to plastically deform when

tight, stainless steel ligation was used.

As a resuìt of these findings, .406 mm. (.ole inch) THA archwire

was used in the experiments that comprise this investigation into the

i nf I uence of I i gat i on on orthodont i c force systems.
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Data lnterpretation

To aid interpretation of the data presented, one of the plots

will be described in some detail. The mean values of PxlAx and l,lzlAx

for the BUccAL L00sE series are presented in Figure 16. The plot of

Px/Ax originates below the horizontal axis and represents a ìinguaììy

directed force. At Ax=0 (initial malal ignment), the initial mean

value of Px is 135 sm. I,/ith deactivation the teeth are brought into

al ignment and the value of Px gradual ly fal ìs to zero at Ax=2.0 mm.

The plot of llz/Ax originates above the horizontal axis and represents

I i ngua I crown t ipp ing. At Ax=0 the in i t ia I mean va lue of l'iz is 1650

gm.mm. wi th deactivation this vaìue also faì ls to zero. For both

PxlAx and llz/ Ax the p I ots for act i vat i on (dotted I i nes) cor respond

very closely to those of deactivation (soi iA ì ines)

It can be seen f rom Figures l6 to 20 that an increase in ìígation

tension is generalìy accompaníed by an increase in the magnitude of px

and Mz for both buccal and ìingual malalignments. Figures 16 to 26

demonstrate the influence of experimental variables on a number of

characteristics such as load defìection rate, propensity for bracket

aì ignment as wel I as force and moment magnitude. These characteris-

tics wilì tre elaborated upon in the Discussion.

Summary

The results in this thesis represent the forces and moments
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achieved by applying .406 mm. (.0ì6 inch) TttA and a variety of

I igation techniques to a number of different orthodontic situations.
A determination of test repeatability was not appropriate since an

objective of this investigation was to assess the variabi I ity associ-

ated with ìigation.

A number of graphs representing various test conditions follow.
The graphs are presented in the format described above and will be

referred to in subsequent discussion of the relevant findings.
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X_AXiS O.4 l',ll'l/DlV.
Y-AXIS 2OO Glì,l. /DIV. OR 4OOO GM. -Mlt1. /DIV.

t\z/^x

PXIAX

Figure ì6: BUCCAL L00SE: pìots of PxlAx and MzlAx
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X_AXIS 0.4 MM/DIV.
Y-AXIS 2OO Gl.l. /DIV. OR 4OOO GM. _MM. /DIV.

AX

AX

Fìgure 17: BUCCAL TIGHT: plots of PxlAx and MzlAx
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X-AXTS O.4 l'll',l/OIV.
Y-AXIS 2OO G}'l. /DIV. OR 4OOO Glll. -lul'l. /OTV.

AX

Figure ìB: LINGUAL L00SE: plots of PxlAx and MzlAx
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X-AXIS 0.4 MM/DIV.

Y.AXIS æO GM. /DIV. OR 4OOO GM. -MM. /DIV.

,l
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..r
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X
.r,\X
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Figure 19: LINGUAL TIGHT: plots of pxlAx and MzlAx
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X-AXIS 0.4 MM/TiV.
Y-AXIS 2OO GM. /OIV. OR 4OOO Glvl. _Ml!l. /DIV.

AX
AX

Figure 20: BUCCAL ELASTIC: pìots of pxlAx and MzlAx
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X-,1XIS 0.4 MM/DIV.
Y-,IXIS zu Gl.l. /0IV. 0R 4000 Gl,l. -t'lt.l. /DIv.

PX/AX

tLz/^x

Figure 2l: LINGUAL ELASTIC: p'lots of PxlAx and t4zlAx
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X-AXIS 0.8 l'fM/DIV.
Y_AXIS 2OO GM. /DIV. OR 4OOO GM. _l!4M. /DIV.

AX

¡\X

Figure 22: 4 mm. activation of BUCCAL TIGHT: prots of pxlAx and r4z/Ax
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X-AXIS 0.8 l'lM/DIV.
Y-AXIS 2OO GM. /DIV. OR 4OOO Gl',l. -MM. /DIV.

,\X

AX

Figure 23: 4 mm. activation of LINGUAL TIGHT: plots of pxlAx and MzlAx



X-AXIS 0.8 Mi'4/DIV.

Y-AXTS 2OO Gl'l. /DTV. OR 4OOO Gll. -Ml'l. /DIV.

AX

94

activation LINGUAL TIGHT:
(2nd activation)

AX

Figure 24: 4 mm" pì ots PxlAx and l4zlAx
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X_AXIS 0.4 l'4|,|/DIV.

Y-AXIS 2OO Gl'l. /DTV. OR 4OOO Gl.{. -l'{l'{. /DTV.

AX

AX

AX

AX

Figure 25: ALIGNED TIGHT: 2 mm" activation buccalìy and 'lingual'ly: pìots
of PxlAx and MzlAx
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X-ÂXIS 0.4 l|{lll/ÛIV.
Y-AXIS 2OO Gl'l. /DIV. OR 4OOO Gl'{. -},ll'l. /DIV.

AX

AX

AX

AX

Figure 26: ALIGNED TIGHT: 2 mn. activation buccally and ììngually: plots
of PxlAx and MzlAx (2nd activation)
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X-AXIS û 4 lt{l'{/DIV.
Y-AXTS 2OO GM. /OIV. OR 4OOO G!.l. -MM. /DIV.

/AX

Figure 27: BUCCAL TIGHT: plot of PylAx
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X-AXIS 0.4 l'4l'l/DIV.

Y-AXIS 2OO Gt'l. /OIV. OR 4OOO GM. _MM. /DIV.

_l

AX

X/AX

/^x

-+- -+-

Figure 28: BUCCAL TIGHT: plots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and My/Ax
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X-AXIS O.4 MM/DIV.

Y-/IXIS 200 clr{. /BIV. 0R 4000 GM. -Mt'l. /DIV.

AX (*5)

ÂX (*5)

/AX(..*5)

F'igure 29: BUCCAL TIGHT: plots of pxlAx, Mx/Ax and My/Ax (with zero shjft
and multipf ication)
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X-,1XIS 0.4 MM/DIV.
Y-AXIS æO G!.l. /DIV. OR 4OOO GM. -t,llll. /DTV.

AX

.'---¿'

(r+Ð

Fìgure 30: Two-tooth trial (ìeft tooth and center tooth): plots of Pz/Ax,
Mx/Ax and My/Ax (zero shjft and multjpljcation)
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X-AXIS O.4 MM/DIV.

Y_AXIS æO Gl!|. /DIV. OR 4OOO GI{. -l'll{. /DTV.

^x(

(xÐ

Figure 3ì: Two-tooth trjal (rìght tooth and center tooth): plots of Pz/Ax,
Mx/Ax and MylAx (zero shjft and multipì ìcatìon)
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D I SCUSS I ON

I ntroduct ion

The purpose of this investigation was to study the influence of

ì igation technique on the del ivery of orthodontic forces and moments.

A large proportíon of orthodontic therapy invoìves alignment of teeth,

thus, the effects of ìigation on an orthodontic force system typicaìly

employed cl inical ìy to correct malal ignment was studied. Forces and

moments were simuìtaneously measured in three dimensions using instru-

mentat ion prev ious I y deve loped at the Un ivers i ty of l'lan i toba. The

discussion initialìy considers the characteristics of the force system

associated with achievíng tooth al ignment. This is foì lowed by an

examination of significant secondary relationships generated by the

aìignment forces studied. Consideration of the significance of the

findings to cl inical orthodontics concludes the discussion.

Tooth Al iqnment

The method used in this investigation typical ly invoìved the cen-

ter tooth of a three-tooth segment that was either buccaìly or lingu-

alìy malaligned. All teeth were aìigned occlusogingivally. The

objective of the force system del ivered by the archwire was to provide

a force in the appropriate buccolingual direction (Px) to align the

center tooth with the end teeth. ldeaìly the end teeth, assumed to be

straight and in alignment with the remainder of the dental arch, would
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not Þe subj ected to forces that m i ght cause them to move. Th i s

investigation found that the archwires appl ied to the malal igned

three-tooth segments were capabìe of initiating bracket alignment in

the x direction. However this was accompanied by a number of other

effects.

As expected, the .406 mm. (. o I 6 i nch) Tt'iA archw i re segments

deìivered an aìignment force (Px) with alì forms of ìigation studied

in both BUCCAL and LINGUAL situations. However the results suggest

that the center tooth would not always be brought into complete al ign-

ment, regardless of the threshold requi red for tooth movement. The

data also rer¡eals that in all situations the Px was accompanied by a

sígnificant È12 or tendency to tip buccalìy or lingually around a

mesiodistal axis. The t4z recorded is due to the px acting at a dis-

tance ll mm. from the center of resistance of the tooth.

The displacement of 2 mm. used in the BUCCAL and LINGUAL set-ups

was considered typieal of serrera! orthodontic clinical si+,uations.

Although, the interbracket distance of 6.7 mm. used in this investiga-

tion is greater than that usual ly found intra-oral ly it could repre-

sent the cl inical situation of not initial ly banding and bonding al I

teeth in an arch. The larger interbracket distance also ensured easy

access to the brackets to achieve a control led ì igation technique.

The .l+06 mm. (.ole inch) Tl'tA archwire delivered an init¡al px of

an appropriate dírection for alignment of all BUCCAL and LINGUAL set*

ups tested, regardless of the type of I igation used.

The discussion wi I I indicate the actívation distance at which

this alignment force falls to zero. From the literature review it can
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be seen that some investigators suggest that tooth movement may cease

when the force applied falts below a certain threshold (eg. Smith and

storey, 1952; Jarabak and Fizzell, 1972; Burstone, ì98l). Jarabak and

F izzell have suggested a threshold value of approximately 4o gm. for

lower bicuspid tooth movement. Typicaì ly the I iterature pertaining to
optimal force considers 20 gm. to be a I ight force. The activation

distance at which Px falls to these values (40 gm. and 20 gm.) will be

indicated where appropriate in the discussion.

ln the course of this discussion it will be necessary to comment

on hysteresis and on changes in sìope of the various plots. Therefore

these terms wi I ì be eì uc i dated.

Hysteresis refers to a fai lure of coincidence during two associ-

ated events. Hysteresis can be said to occur when behaviour during

deflection in one direction is not the same as when it returns. An

example is seen in Figure 2j where the plots of px/Ax and Ìiz/Ax for
l^^^+:..-t:^-uÉc¡uL¡v¿¡L¡on ano ael¡VaIlon Irom an ALIGNED state do not coincide.

Hysteresis resuì ts whenever friction is present in combination wi th a

spring. Friction results along the ìongitudinaì axis of the archwire

(z dimension) as the archwire is moved through the bracket slot and

makes contact with any part of the slot or the I igature strands.

A change in the sìope of the plots px/Ax represents a change in

ìoad deflection rate. This effect is distinct and separate from that

of hysteres i s. S I ope change represents a change i n archwi re con-

straint and a change in shape of the archwire. As the teeth become

a I i gned the conf i gurat i on of the archwi re changes from curved to

straight. This is associated vrith a change in constraint and archwire



st ¡ ffness. These changes resul t

Px/Ax. An example of this change

Px/Ax curve, is present in Figure

The phenomena of s I ope change

a different slope of the plot

s I ope, oF non- I i near i ty of the

hysteresis will

t06

tn

in

2\.

and

throughout the discussion and the independent factors

their existence shouìd be kept in mind.

be referred to

respons ibìe f or

Tes t Conditions

The discussion will now consider the behaviour of Px and l,lz for

the various maìaìignment conditions and ligation techniques examined.

BUC CA L LOOS E

The mean va ì ues of Pxz'Ax anci ìizi Ax ior the BUCCAL L00SE ser i es

are presented in Figure 'l6. The plot of px/Ax originates below the

horizontal axis representing a lingualìy directed force. At Ax=O, the

initial mean vaìue of Px is '|35 sm. with deactivation the__value of px

gradually falls to zero (at Ax=2.0 mm.). The mean value of px is ìess

than 40 gm. at .9 mm. of deactivation and less than 20 gm. at ì.2 mm.

of deactivation. The plot of ìiz/Ax (Fis. l6) originates above the

horizontal axis and represents I ingual crown tipping. At Ax=O, the

initial mean value of ì12 is 1650 gm.mm. As expected, the pìot of

þ12/Ax closely mirrors the px/Ax plot. The plot pxlAx is nonlinear

overall, however, certain slope characteristics can be appìied to seg-
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ments of the graph. l'he value of px decreases most rapidiy between

Ax=O and Ax=.2 mm. (Fig. l6). Between Ax=.2 and Ax=l.2, the slope of

Px/Ax is reduced as compared to its initial value. From Ax=ì.2 to

Ax=2.0 (full deactivation) the pxlAx plot displays a very low slope.

The plots of deactivation and activation nearly superimpose along

their entire course. This suggests a minimal amount of hysteresis in
this series of triaìs.

BUCCAL T I GHT

The mean values of Px,/Ax and llz/Ax for the BUCCAL TIGHT series

are presented in Figure 17. The plot of px/Ax originates below the

horizontal axis representing a ìingually directed force. At A.x=o the

mean initial value of Px=450 gm. With deactivation the value of px is
reduced and reaches zero when Ax='l.8 mm. ln other words a lingually

directed force is no ìonger present when the teeth are sti ì I .2 mm.

out of alignment (40 gm. at 1.5 mm; 20 gm. at 1.6 mm.). At complete

deactivation (Ax=2.0 mm.) there is a small buccaììy directed force

present. Cl inical ly this buccal ly directed force wouìd not occur,

since tooth movement would cease when the lingually directed force

felì to zero or below the threshold necessary to move the tooth. The

pìot of llz/Ax (Fis. l7) originates above the horizontal axis and rep-

resents lingual crown tipping. The mean initial vaìue for l'lz is !lo0
gm.mm. and the plot of llz/Ax closely mirrors that of px/Ax. The deac-

tivation plot of Px/Ax is essential ly nonl inear although slope trends
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can be recogn i zed a I ong i ts path. The va l ue of px decreases at a

fairly uniform rate between Ax=O and Ax=.8 mm. The slope of px/Ax is

greater between Ax=.8 mm. and Ax=ì.4 mm. and is then reduced from

Ax=1.4 mm. to 1.6 mm. A further slope reduction is evident between

Ax=l.6 mm. and Ax=2.0 mm. The activation plot of px/Ax (dotted line

in Fig. 17) is nearly identical to that of the deactivation pìot

(solid line in Fig. 17) between Ax=2.0 mm. and Ax=.8 mm. However,

between Ax=.8 mm. and Ax=o the px/Ax activation plot.is not coinci-

dent with the deactivation indicating, the presence of hysteresis.

The factors that can infìuence the changes in slope of the px/Ax

curves, the hysteresis occasional ly present and the tendency for px to

reach zero before compìete deactivation in the BUCCAL TIGHT sample

wiìl now be discussed

The PxlAx plot of BUCCAL L00St (fig. l6) disptays a fairly steady

and gradual slope reduction coupìed with an absence of hysteresis.

Thus frietional forces do not significantly affect the buccoìinguaì

force in this situation. The slope reduction is I ikely due to a grad-

ual reduction in beam constraint (k) (see page 8) as the teeth become

al igned. The change in constraint occurs as the' archwire achieves

increasingìy more freedom to move between the base of the bracket slot

and the ligature wire.

The PxlAx plot of BUCCAL TIcHT (fig. tl) displays a more irregu-

lar series of slopes. The value of Px decìines less rapidly from Ax=O

to Ax=.8 mm. than it does from Ax=.8 mm. to Ax=Ì.4 mm. This would

suggest that the archwire has less stiffness over the initial stage of

deact i vat i on than through the i ntermed i ate stage. Greater fr i ct i ona I
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resistance encountered at the end teeth as the archwire tries to pass

through the brackets of these teeth ì ikely contributes to this reduc-

tion in stiffness. This fol lows from the fact that some energy that

would otherwise have been used for tooth al ignment was lost to fric-
tion. lf friction was sufficiently great to inhibit any archwire

movement the force on the center tooth would immediateìy fall to zero.

lnitially, when allowing the center tooth to deactivate, some of the

energy stored in the archwire is absorbed by frictionaì losses at the

end teeth. Thus, less energy is available to align the teeth and the

effective archt^rire stiffness is reduced. With further deactivation

the archwire enters the end teeth at less of an angle and the amount

of friction encountered is reduced. This reduced level of friction
aìlows more of the energy stored in the archwire to be available for
aì ignment and the effective stiffness is increased. This incr,eased

stiffness is indicated by the increase in slope between Ax=.g mm. and

Ax=ì.4 mm. (f io. l7) - The dc¡ra¡çe in ct^^ô â^^ãFÃh+ ^E+^- ^..-r ,. --s}/Her çrrL otLEt A^_t.!+ llllll.

and more pronounced after Ax=1.6 mm. is probably due to a decrease in

constraÌnt at the end teeth. As the archwire continues to straighten

it has increased freedom to move between the bracket slot and the

I igature wire. ITrith greater f reedom of movement in the end teeth and

a decrease i n constra i nt, the archwi re st i ffness i s decreased.

The activation pìot of px/Ax for BUCCAL TIGHT (dotted ì ine, Fig.

17) displays the same slope changes as the deactivation plot (sol id

line, Fig. l7) over the activation range Ax=2,0 mm. to Ax=.g mm.

However between Ax=.8 mm. and Ax=0 the activation plot dispìays

greater stiffness than the deactivation plot. This hysteresis is
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accounted for by fr i ct i ona ì effects at the end teeth. t{i th i ncreased

act i vat i on (betweeen Ax=.8 mm. and Ax=O) the archw i re must be drawn

increasingly tighter against the ligatures on the end teeth. The

fr i ct i on produced by these ì i gatures re i nforces the st i ffness of the

archwi re as the center tooth moves further out of a I i gnment. Th i s

increased stiffness results in an increased slope of the activation
plot Px/Ax between Ax=.8 mm. and Ax=o as compared to that between

Ax=I.4 mm. and Ax=O.

Thus friction produced by ì igation at the end teeth is responsi-

bìe for an ini tíal decrease i n sti ffness dur ing deactivation and an

increase in stiffness during the final stages of activation for BUCCAL

TIGHT. This frictional effect accounts for the hysteresis present in
Px/Ax in this situation. lt Ís noteworthy that if the common slope of

the deactivation and activation plots between Ax=.g mm. and Ax=1.4 mm.

is extrapolated back to the vertical axis the resulting I ine would

almoSt ÞeffeCtly biseCt the e.fistina nlntc nf ¡{e:¡rirr=ri¡- --.¡ --ù:..-,-_,,,y rlvLr v¡ usseLtvoLtvil dilu dgLlvd_

tion. An extrapolated I ine of this nature might represent the

archwire stiffness between Ax=o and Ax=.8 mm. if fríctíonal forces

associated with I igation were not present at the end teeth. The near

perfect bisection of the deactivation and activation plots suggests

that friction played a nearly equivalent role in altering the stiff-
ness of each plot.

The plot of Px/Ax for BUCCAL Lo0sE does not displ ay any apprecia-

ble hysteresis. This is tikely due to the.absence of significant
friction at the end teeth. Loose I igation in this situation does not

result in any appreciable binding of the archwire against the bracket
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slot of the end teeth.

It is ¡nteresting to consider what factors resuìt in px falling
to zero before the teeth are al igned, (as occurs in BUccAL TIGHT) .

Two separate influences can contribute to this phenomenon. Firstly,
when the center tooth is ligated tightly the archwire can be pulled to

a position I inguaì to the bracket slot as it leaves each end of the

bracket (Fig. 32). secondìy, if this occurs the passive position of

the center tooth wilì exist when the ends of the archwire. are sìightly
lingual to the center tooth and, hence, px=o when the center tooth is
sìightly buccaì of the end teeth. lf the archwire is permanently dis-
torted when the end teeth are ligated the passive position of the cen-

ter tooth wi I I be infìuenced. With permanent distortion the archwire

will not provide a load when the teeth occupy a position corresponding

to the kink present in the wire. This wi I I occur before the center

tooth is al îgned with the end teeth.
TL^ -r ^!- -r ^-, 

t^rrre Prt.,Ls or rx/Ax ano nz/Ax lor HUUUAL L005E and BUCCAL TIGHT

(rigs. ì6 and 17) demonstrate the influence of ìigature tension on

orthodontic force and moment del ivery. The corresponding plots for
ì ingual maìal ignment wi I I now be discussed.

L I NGUAL LOOSE

The mean values of pxlAx and l\z/Ax f or the

are presented in Figure 18. The pìot of px/Ax

horizontal axis representing a buccally directed

L I NGUAL L00SE ser i es

originates above

force. At Ax=O

the

the
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Tìght Steel Ligation

Elastic Ligatìon

Figure 32: Potentjal ìnfluence of center tooth ligation on archwire bjas
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initiaì mean value of Px is l!0 gm. l{ith deactivation the value of px

is reduced and reaches zero when Ax=1.65 mm. (40 gm. at .9 mm.¡ 20 gm.

at l.l5 mm.). At complete deactivation (Ax=2.0 mm.) a I ingual ly

directed force is present. Such a force wouìd not occur cl inical ly

since tooth movement would cease when the buccaììy directed force fell
to zero or beìow the threshold necessary to move the teeth. The plot

of l4zlAx (FiS. ì8) originates below the horizontal axis and represents

buccal crown tipping. The mean initial value of lrz is 2o0o gm.mm.

and the plot of ì12/Ax closeìy mirrors the plot of px/Ax. The deacti-

vation plot of Px/Ax is essentiaìly nonìinear, however, certain slope

trends are recognizabìe. The vaìue of px decreases fairly rapidìy

from Ax=O to Ax=.2 mm. From Ax=.2 mm. to Ax=I.2 mm. the slope of

Px/Ax is fairìy consistent but less than its initiaì value" From

Ax=I.2 mm. to Ax=I.6 mm. the sìope of the px/Ax plot is cìose to zero.

Its slope gently increases from Ax=1.6 mm. to 1.8 mm. and then

increases quite markedly f r-om Ax=1.8 mm. to .Â.x=2.0 mm. The act_i vation

plot of Px/Ax (dotted ìine in Fig. 18) cìosely resembles the deactiva-

tion pìot (sol id I ine in Fig. l8). The two plots do not compìetely

superimpose, suggesting the presence of a smal I degree of hysteresis.

Factors previously discussed can be shown to exert their influ-
ence when considering the phenomena presented in the px/Ax plot for

LINGUAL L00SE (F¡S. t8). Stope changes are tikety due to changes in

archwire constraint provided by the I igatures. During deactivation

the archwire achieves greater freedom of movement between bracket sìot

and I igature wires in the end teeth and constraint is reduced. This

results in the initial reduc'tion of archwire stiffness and slope
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changes of the PxlAx curve. The very flat portion of the pxlAx pìot

between Ax='l.2 mm. and Ax=1.6 mm. I ikely represents a reduction in

constraint provided by ligation at the center tooth or aìl three

teeth. The archwire has consíderable freedom of movement between the

bracket slot and I igature wire at the center tooth. As the tooth is

brought buccally beyond this activation range the archwire begins to

load against the bracket slot. This, once again, provides constraint

to the archwire at the center tooth. As a result, archwire stiffness

increases again and the slope of the Px/Ax curve is increased from

Ax=ì.6 mm. to ì.8 mm. and more especially from Ax=l.8 mm. to 2.0 mm..

The amount of hysteresis present in the px/Ax plots of deactiva-

tion and activation for LINGUAL L00sE never exceeds ì0 gm. of force.

This reìativeìy smal I difference can be attributed to sl ight changes

Ìn friction encountered by the archwire during deactivation and sub-

sequent activãtion and is not of great significance

The factors eontr i butory to Px=0 before connpl ete deact i.¿at i cn are

also simi lar to those previously discussed. For LiNGUAL LO0SE Px=0 at

Ax=1.65 mm. (Fis. l8). After I igation is initial ly performed on the

I inguaì ly maìal igned center tooth, the archwire enters the end teeth

at a considerabìe angìe. The portion of the archwire between the cen-

ter tooth and the end teeth is in a position I ingual to the bracket

slot of the end teeth. The 'l igatures on the end teeth are capable of

maintaining thií oias in the position of the archwire. 0nce the end

teeth are ìigated this archwire bias wiìl be present whether or not

the center tooth is I igated (Fís. 3Ð, As a result of this bias in

the archwire created by the I igatures on the end teeth, the passive
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Figure 33: Potential influence of end teeth ìigat'ion on archwjre bias
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pos i t ¡ on of the archwi re wi 1 ì occur before the center tooth ì s

al igned. Permanent distortion of the archwire couìd also contribute

to .this early loss of buccal ly directed force. However visuaì

inspection of the archwire segments used in the LINGUAL L00SE series

suggests that permanent distortion did not occur to any marked extent.

Thus archwire bias resulting from the ìigatures on the end teeth con-

tributes most strongly to elimination of buccaìly directed force

before complete deactivation for the LINGUAL Lo0sE series. The

archwire bias also contributes to the increased slope of the Px/Ax

ploi between Ax=1.6 mm. and Ax=2.0 mm. As described earlier, when the

center tooth moves buccal ly in this activation range the archwire is

loaded against the bracket sìot. Due to the biased position of the

archwi re th i s I oad i ng occurs before Ax=2,0 mm. Thus constra i nt i s

increased and the slope of pìot Px/Ax increases.

LINGUAL TIGHT

The mean va lues of Px/ Ax and l'12lAx f or the L INGUAL T IGHT ser ies

are presented in Figure 19. The pìot of px/A,x originates above the

horizontal axis representing a buccally directed force. At Ax=O the

mean initial vaìue of p¡=180 gm. V/ith deactivation the value of px is

reduced and reaches zero when Ax=I.4 mm. (40 gm. at ,l.2 mm., 20 gm.

at 1.3 mm.). At complete deactivation (Ax=2.0 mm.) a lingualìy

directed force is present. cl inical ly this would not occur, but

rather tooth movement would cease when the buccally directed force
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fell to zero or below the t.hreshold necessary to move the teeth. The

plot of Ì12/Ax (f ig. l9) originates below the horizontal axis and rep-

resents buccaì crown tipping. The mean initial value of llz is 4600

gm.mm. and the plot of llx/Ax closely mirrors that of Px/Ax. The deac-

tivation plot of Px/Ax is nonlinear overall, however, slope trends are

recognizabl e along i ts path. The vaìue of px decreases most rapidly

between Ax=O and Ax=.2 mm. The slope of px/Ax is reìativeìy constant

between Ax=.2 mm. and Ax=1.2 mm. and is less than during the initial
deactivation step. Between Ax=ì.2 mm. "Åo Ax=l.6 mm. the slope is
consideralby less. This portion of the plot incìudes the activation

point (Ax=I.4 mm.) at which Px=O. The slope of the plot from Ax=ì.6

mm. to Ax=2.0 mm. increases (simi lar to the slope from Ax=.2 mm. to

Ax=1.2 mm.). The activation plot of px/Ax (dotted line in Fig. t9)

dispìays similar. sìope characteristics as the deactivation plot (solid

I ine in Fig. l9). However between Ax=.2 mm. and Ax=O the px/Ax acti-
vation plot maintains the slcpe displayed bctween Ax=l.2 mm. an,j Ax=.2

mm. The activation and deactivation pìots are noncoincident over the

entire range of activation indicating the presence of hysteresis.

0nce again factors previously discussed ìargely account for the

phenomena present in the PxlAx curve for LINGUAL TIGHT. The sl ight

decrease in slope of the deactivation plot between Ax=.2 mm. and

Ax=1.2 mm. as compared to the initial step of deactivation is I ikely

due to a smal ì reduction in constraint associated with a sl ight

increase in archwire freedom under the ligatures of the end teeth and/

or the center tooth. The more apparent slope reduction between Ax='¡.2

mm. and Ax=1.6 mm. l¡kely represents a reduction in constraint pro-
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the I igature at the center tooth. The subsequent

archwi re stiffness between Ax=l .6 mm. and Ax=2.0

archwire loading against the bracket slot of

r ncrease r n

mm. results

the center

tooth.

The archwire bias discussed earlier when describing LINGUAL L00SE

and presented in Figure 33 accounts for some aspects of the px/Ax plot

for LINGUAL TIGHT (Fis. l9). lt contributes to px faì I ing to zero at

Ax=1.4 mm. and is partly responsible for the increased slope of the

deactivation plot between Ax=1.6 mn. and Ax=2.0 mm. since the archwire

bias resuìts in contact between the archwire and the bracket slot of

the center tooth before Ax=2.0 mm.

Visual inspection of the archwire segments used in the LINGUAL

TIGHT tests reveaìed that permanent distortion regularìy occui-red.

This plastic deformation resuìted in an archwire kink that also con-

tributed to Px reaching zero at an earlier activation distance than

had oecurred with LINGUA.L L00SE. Permenent distortion also contrib-

uted to the earl ier contact of the archwire with the bracket slot of

the center tooth and the subsequent slope increase between Ax=.l.6 mm.

and Ax=2.0 mm. The permanent distortion induced by tight I igation

also ì imited the increase in the initial px for LINGUAL TIGHT (380

Sm.) compared to LINGUAL L0OSE (l5O gm.).

There is considerable hysteresis displayed in pxlAx pìot for

LINGUAL TIGHT (FiS. l9). This can be attributed to friction associ-

ated with the I igatures on the end teeth. owing to the geometry of

the I ingual malal ignment and the resulting archwire bias, the friction
provided by the ligature strands on the side of the end teeth closer
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to the center tooth does not easi ly dissipate. With deactivation the

archwire continues to Ioad against these I igature strands. Hence, the

friction achieved by tight ì igation of the end teeth influences

archwire stiffness over the entire range of deactivation.

consequently the plots for deactivation (sol id I ine, Fis. l9) and

activation (dotted line, Fig. ì9) are essentialìy noncoincident.

BUCCAL ELASTI C

Pìots of PxlAx and HzlAx for a typical BUccAL ELASTIc run are

presented in Figure 20. The plot of px/Ax originates below the hori-
zontal axis and represents a I inguaì ìy directed force. At Ax=O the

initial vaìue of Px=2'l5 gm. t./ith deactivation the value of px is
reduced and reaches zero when Ax=ì.8 mm. (40 gm. at 1.55 mm.; 20 gm.

at 1.7 mm.). At complete deactivation a smaìl buccally directed force

is present. Cl inical ìy this would not occur since tooth movement

wouìd cease when the ìingually directed force fell to zero or below

the threshoìd necessary for tooth movement. The plot of lrz/Ax (Fis.

20) originates above the horizontal axis and represents lingual croän

tipping. The initial value of flz is 2!00 gm.mm. and the plot of

hz/Ax cìosely mirrors the plot of Px/Ax. The deactivation pìot of

Px/Ax is nonl inear but does dispìay certain slope characteristics.

Between Ax=O and Ax=ì.2 mm. the sìope of px/Ax is general ìy decreas-

ing. From Ax=ì.2 mm. to Ax=2.0 mm. slope of px/Ax is constant and

greater than for prev i ous deact i vat i on steps. The act i vat i on pì ot of
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Px/Ax (dotted line in Fig. 20) closeìy resembles the deactivation plot

of Px/Ax (soìid line in Fig. 20) between Ax=2.0 mm. and Ax=I.2 mm.

However, between Ax=1.2 mm. and Ax=O the activation pìot is not coin-

cident with the deactivation plot indicating hysteresis.

The phenomena present in the plots for BUCCAL ELASTIC have been

encountered previously. Friction associated with I igation on the end

teeth is responsible for the hysteresis present in the px/Ax plot. As

compared to BUCCAL TIGHT the hysteresis in BUCCAL ELASTIC is present

over a longer range of activation but is of ìesser magnitude at Ax=g.

The elastic nature of the ligatures enables them to maintain contact

with the archwire and, hence, exer.t the¡r frictional influence over a

greater range of deactivation and activation then tight steel I íga-

tures. However,. the tight steel ligatures initialìy exert a greater

frictional effect on the archwire.

The elastic ì ígature on the center tooth results in the archwire

bias described oreviousìv far Rlll^CÂl TICLIT rn¡t ilì,r-+e¡+a¡l i^ Ei^,,-^I I tuJLt qLsu ttt I tgul E

32. This results in Px=0 before complete deactivation.

The slope of the PxlAx ptor for BUccAL ELAsrtc (Fis. 20) displays

I ess change than i t does for other I i gat i on techn i ques. For exampl e

with BUCCAL TIGHT (Fis. 17) the changes in slope during deactivation

are much greater. The more constant s lope assoc i ated w¡ th BUCCAL

ELASTIC suggests that elastic I igation provides a more constant manner

of constraint than does steel I igation.
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L I NGUAL ELAST i C

Pìots of Px,/Ax and llz/Ax for a typical LINGUAL ELASTIC run are

presented in Figure 21. The plot of Px/Ax originates above the hori-

zontal axis and represents a buccalìy directed force. At Ax=o the

initial value o¡ p¡=340 gm. with deactivation the value of px is

reduced and essentialy reaches zero when Ax=2.0 mm. (40 gm. at .l.8

mm.; 20 gm. at ì.! mm.) . The pìot of llz/Ax originates beìow the hori-

zontal axis and represents buccal crown tipping. The initiaì value of

llz is 3800 gm.mm. and the plot of Ì12/Ax closely mirrors the plot of

Px/Ax. The deactivation plot of Px/Ax is essential ìy nonì inear, how-

ever, slope characteristics are simi lar to those of BUCCAL ELASTIC. A

general ìy decreasing sìope is present between Ax=0 and Ax=O.8 mm.

Between Ax=O.8 mm. and Ax=1.2 mm. slope increases and from Ax=1.2 mm.

to Ax=2.0 mm. the slope of Px/Ax is constant and greater than for pre-

vious deactivation steps. 0nce again, the actirration plot of py./A.y.

(dotted line in Fig. 2l) cìosely resembìes the deactivation pìot of

Px/Ax (soìid ìine in Fig. 2\) between Ax=2.0 mm. and Ax=I.2 mm. and is

dissimi lar between Ax='l.2 mm. and Ax=O.

Friction associated with I igatiorr on the end teeth is responsible

for the hysteresis present in the Px/Ax pìot. compared to the steel

ì igatures of LINGUAL TIGHT, the elastic I igatures provide friction

over a reduced activation range. This would indicate that the fric-

tion achieved by elastic ligatures dissipates more readiìy as the

archwire becomes al igned with the end teeth.

The absence of archwire bias in LINGUAL ELASTIC is apparent since
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Px=O at Ax=2.0 mm. (total deactivation) . This sharpìy constrasts wi th

LINGUAL L00SE and LINGUAL TIGHT where I ingual archwire bias resuìted

in Px=O before complete deactivation.

The absence of slope reduction as Px approaches zero (Fig. 2I)

suggests that the eìastic I igature is capable of providing a rela-

tively constant manner of constraint. This is contrasted, for exampìe

by LINGUAL L00sE (Fis. l8) where the slope of px/Ax changes considera-

bìy as Px approaches zero.

For both buccal and ìinguaì malalignments elastic ìigation pro-

vided a more constant load deflection rate than steel I igation was

capable of. As a result the sudden changes in aì ignment force present

with steel lígation did not occur when elastic were used.

4 mm. Trials

Experimentaì trials were carried out in which the activation

range r^/as increased to 4 mm. F igure 22 represents a BUccAL T IGHT

trial in which the center tooth was brought to a position of I ingual

maìal ignment before returning to its original position.

characteristic slope change, loss of aì ignment force before tooth

a I ignment and hysteres i s .are ev ident.

Figures 2J and 24 represent two consecutive LINGUAL triaìs in

which the center tooth was brought into buccal malalignment before

being returned to its original position. ln Figure 2J the steel I iga-

tures are tight and considerabìe hysteresis is evident. The ì igatures
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rr/ere not replaced or t ightened f or the tr ia I shown i n F igure 24. Due

to the reduction in ì igature tension there is considerably less

hysteresis in Figure 24 than in Figure 2J. sìope reduction in the

area where Px reaches zero is more dramatic due to the loosened I iga-

tion at the center tooth.

These 4 mm. trials heìp confirm observations discussed earlier.

ln al I three trials Px reaches zero before the brackets are al igned,

indicative of archwire bias and/or permanent distortion. Slope reduc-

tion as Px aoproaches zero foì lowed by a subsequent slope increase as

malalignment reoccurs lends credence to ligation's influence over

archwire stiffness. The effects at reduced ì igation tension on fric-
tion, hysteresis and constraint are also i I lustrated.

lnitiallv Aìioned Trials

Trials were also carried out in which the teeth were initially
aligned and subsequently brought into lingual or buccal malalignment.

ln Figure 2! the archwire was tightly ligated into an aligned set-up

and initially the center tooth was taken into lingual rnalalignment (to

the right of the vertical axis) and then into buccal malal ignment (to

the ìeft of the vertical axis). Figure 26 represents a consecutive

trial performed in an identical fashion without changing or tightening

the ligatures. The reduction in ligature tension results in less

hysteresis over part of the activation range and a more noticeable

sìope change as Px reaches zero. Even with the reduction in ligature
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tension hysteresis is stiìl present at the extremes of activation.

Due to the archwire entering the end teeth at a considerabìe angle

with increased activation the I igatures are able to exert a signifi-
cant frictional effect.

The trials involving initial ly al igned teeth confirm some previ-

ously discussed phenomena. A reduction in Iigature tension is shown

to influence friction, hysteresis and archwire constraint. Further,

the bias effect associated with I igation of malal igned teeth is

largeìy absent in these trials. The bias effect of reducing È* to

zero before bracket al ignment is only evident once, at the completion

of ì ingual deactivation during the initiaì trial (aotted I ine, right

side of Fig. 2Ð. This may have occurred when the relatively tight
ì igatures on the end teeth engaged the archwire whi le the teeth were

malal igned at the beginning of the deactivation. No evidence of bias

effect is present for any other triaì involving initial ly al igned

teeth. This further confirmc the contributicn of initial malalignment

towards creating archwire bias with I igation.

By comparing the trials involving initially aligned teeth and the

4 mm. triais the difference between hysteresis and change in slope can

be readi ìy observed. Examining the second activation of ALIGNED TIGHT

(FiS. 26) it Is apparant from the noncoincidence of the activation and

deactivation plots that considerable friction was present as the teeth

became nonaligned. The e.nergy lost to friction was not available for

tooth al i gnment and hysteres i s resul ted. By contrast, the second

activation of the 4 mm. triaì involving LTNGUAL TIcHT (fig. 2\) dis-
plays very I ittle hysteresis. ln spite of the minimal friction pres-
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ent the PxlAx plot displays a considerable change in slope as px

approaches zero. This change in slope is due to a change in con-

stra i nt assoc i ated wi th stra i ghten i ng of the archwi re as the teeth

become al igned. Thus Figures 24 and 26 clearly demonstrate that

hysteres i s and s I ope change assoc i ated wi th Px/Ax are i ndependent of

each other.

There were no signs of irregularities caused by indentation of

the archwi re by the I i gature strands (due to the I i gature seat i ng

itself into the indentation). Effects that could have been caused by

this were not present in any trials.

0rthodontic tooth al ignment forces are significantly influenced

by I igation. The stiffness of the archwire and hence the load deflec-

tion rate is altered by I igation tension. This occurs due to changes

in constraint at the bracket slot. Simiìarly,ligation tension inf lu-

ences the magnitucie of the initial al ignment force. Archwire bias and

a tendency for the alignment force to reach zero before complete deac-

tivation are infìuenced by ìigation and the geometric effect of the

initial tooth malalignment. These also contribute to the possibility

of permanent distortion of the archwire. Ligation resuìts in friction
and consequent hysteresis. This suggests the presence of forces act-

ing in mesial-distal and,/or occlusal-gingival directions. l'loments

around the x and y axes may also result from frictionaì effects.

These secondary forces and moments wi I I now be discussed.
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Second a r y For ces and lvloments

Force in the occlusal-gingival direction (py) h/as not expected to

be of signifícance. A plot of py/nx foi BUCCAL TtcHT (F¡S. 27) con-

f i rms the ì i near i ty and ì ow magn i tude of py

Plots of Pz/Ax, Flx/Ax and llylAx are presented as absoìute values

(Fig. 28) and rel.ative values with zero shift and multiplication (f ig.

2Ð for BUCCAL TIGHT. Considering friction forces acting on the cen-

ter tooth of a three-tooth segment it is important to reaì íze that the

net effect of friction at both end teeth is invoìved. Additional ly,

frictional characteristics associated with center tooth I igation can

i nf luence measurement of Pz, f.lx and l'ly in the three-tooth segment.

P lots of Pz/ Ax, llx/ Ax and ftylAx f or the assor ted I i gat ion cond i t ions

d i scussed ear I i er are presented i n the Append i x.

To i I lustrate these secondary forces and moments more clearly

tr ia ls were perf ormed in wh ich on ly two teeth þ,,ere I igated. The

LINGUAL assembly was used for these two-tooth trials. By only ì igat-

ing two teeth a clearer understanding of the interrelationships of

Pz/Ax, llx/Ax and Ì\y/Ax was possible. The values of Pz, l'lx and l4y pre-

sented likely represent the effects that would occur at the end tooth

of a three-tooth segment.

ln the first two tooth trial the center tooth and end tooth to

the left of the center tooth were tightly Iigated. The measured (cen-

ter) tooth wouìd thus correspond to a tooth on the distal side of a

buccally malaligned tootlr. Plots of pz/Ax, lix/Ax are presented in

Figure J0. Their initial values have bden shifted to zero and the
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magnitude of their values increased by a factor of five. As the

brackets become aì igned the requi red archwi re ìength between them

decreases. The curved slope of the tightìy ì igated archwire at mala-

I ignment as compared to i ts reìativeìy straight configuration at

alignment accentuates the change in interbracket length it must

undergo. l^/ith deact ivation, the archwire is pushed through both

brackets. lnitially Pz at the measured tooth is strongly negative,

however, in Figure 30 this value is arbitrari ìy shifted to zero. with

deactivation the vaìue of Pz becomes ìess negative and is represented

by a positive plot of Pz/Ax. 0n activation (dotte¿ line in Fig. 30)

the plot of Pz/Ax fol ìows a considerably different pathway indicating

the variability of the f rictionaì ef fect. The pìot of tlxlAx closely

resembìes that of Pz/Ax. This suggests that pz is largely responsible

For the presence of Hx. The va lue of l,iy is inf ìuenced by the ang le

between the archwire's initial position and the buccal surface of the

bracket . The coup ì e i ntrcduced at the measured tooth when the

archwire is I igated into the bracket slot introduces a large positive

lly . Wi th deact ivat ion l'ly becomes negat ive re lat ive to i ts in i t ia I

value as the archwire becomes aìigned with bracket slot. This is the

general trend displayed by the plot of ì|y/Ax in Figure JO. However,

Pz can a lso be seen to inf ìuence lt1y. Where Px has a pos i t ive re lat ive

value (during initial deactivation) it contributes to l4y becoming

increasingly negative. vlhere Px has a ìess positive tendency (during

later stages of deactivation) it inhibits the tendency of l4y to become

negative' During activation (dotted I ine in Fig. 30) where pz/Ax

remains relatively positive, liy/Ax remains negative.
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ln the second two-tooth triaì the center tooth and the end tooth

to the right of the center tooth were tightìy ì igated. The measured

(center) tooth wouìd thus correspond to a tooth on the mesial side of

a buccaìly malaìigned tooth. Plots of pz/Ax, flx/Ax and l4ylAx are pre-

sented in Figure Jl. Their initial vaìues have been shifted to zero

and the magnitude of their values increased by a factor of five. For

reasons prev i ous ì y descr i bed the archwi re i s pushed through both

brackets duri.ng deactivation. The vaìue of Pz/Ax increase sharply and

then declines during the latter stages of deactivation. This repre-

sents a different frictional pattern than that which occurred in the

first two-tooth triaìs (rig. 30). upon activation the plot of pz/Ax

(dotted ì ine in Fig. 3l) is considerably different than during deacti-

vation (sol id I ine in Fig. 3l). This further i I lustrates the vari-

ability of the frictional effect. The plot of nx./nx cìosely resembles

that of Pz/Ax suggesting a stong influence of pz on Hx. The value of

l'lv is influencecl bv the anclìe hctwcen ar¡hr.rira an¡l l¡rs¡l'at clnr n¡iar
L tJ' 'v,

to I igation. The couple introduced at the measured tooth when the

archwire is ì igated into the bracket slot introduces a large negative

t4y. l^Jith deactivation the value of lly will become relatively positive

as the archwire is al igned with the bracket slot. However a positive

va l ue for Pz wi I I contr i bute to a negat ive l1y and counteract the

effect of archwire al ignment. ln Figure ll this interrelationship is

clearìy evident. During the initial stages of deactivation (Ax=g to

¡*=.5 mm.) the strongly positive Pz prevents lly from becoming reìa-

tively positive. 0ver this range of deactivation l,ly is actually made

increasingly negative by the positive Pz. As the value of pz becomes
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ìess positive during later stages of deactivation

as the archwi re and bracket slot become paral ìel.

The two tooth tria.ls represented in Figures

that the tooth adjacent to a malal igned tooth would

bìe movement.

This discussion will

tions of these trials and

now consider some

l'1y becomes positive

30 and

display

31 suggest

cons i dera-

earl ier three-tooth

of the cl inical impl ica-

segment exper i ments .

Cl inical Siqnificance

Ïhe resuìts of this thesis ihdicate that ligation technique wilì

significantly influence orthodontic force and moment del ivery.

The goal when ìigating a low modulus archwire into a malaìigned

tooth is to move that tooth into aì ignment. Frequentìy, however, the

alignment force (Px) fell to zero, or below a threshold ìevel well

before the teeth were aì igned. This tendency can be attributed to

archwire bias and/or plastic deformation of the archwire associated

with Iigation. Tight steeì ligation appeared to increase these

effects.

with steel I igatures, fai lure of tooth al ignment would I ikely

occur more readi ìy with ì ingual than buccal malal ignment. when the

linguaìly malaìigned tooth is ligated before other teeth the propen-

sity for archwire bias seems greatly increased. lf the al igned teeth

had been l igated first, archtJire bias and the risk of permanent dis-

tortion of the archwire would have been reduced. cl inical ly, if steel
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ligation is to be used, buccally positioned teeth should be ligated

initially and care should be taken not to introduce archwire bias dur-

i ng the I i gat i on process.

Elastic ìigation appeared to greatìy reduce the tendency for

rapid force decay before tooth alignment. I.Jith lingual malaìignment,

elastic ligation maintained an aìignment force until the brackets were

essentiaì ly al igned. This represents considerably greater deactiva-

tion range than occurred wi th steel ì igation. For buccal malal ignment

elastic I igation maintained an al ignment force unti I ihe center tooth

was within .2 mm. of al ignment. This is comparable to the deactiva-

tion achieved with tight steel I igation. Depending upon the threshold

necessary to move teeth intra-oral ly, tooth movement may have ceased

sl ightly before this deactivation distance. For loose steel I igation

with buccal malal ignment the al ignment force fell to very low levels

at little more than l.O mm. of deactivation. Elastic ligation appears

to be the most desirable ì igation technique for achiev!ng maximum

deactivation with low modulus archwires.

Ligation can also influence the rate at which force decreases

wi th deactivation or the load deflection rate (fOn¡ of the archwire.

I t has been suggested (Burstone 196.l, l98l) that a relativeìy steady

rate of force appl ication is more desirable than an abrupt change in

appìied force. Thus a relatively constant ìow sìope of the pxlAx plot

is most desirabìe. For both buccal and lingual malalignments loose

stee.l I igation results in a ìower LDR than tight steel I igation. The

overall LDR achieved with elastic ligation is intermediate to that of

loose and tight steel ì igation. However, during the course of aì ign-
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ment elastic ì igalures maintain a more constant force over a greater

range of archwire deactivation than either form of steel ì igation.

When low modulus archwires are used cl inical ly elastic I igation is

most effective at del ivering a constant force to the teeth during

a I i gnment.

The initial al ignment forces in these experiments frequently

exceeded the magnitude suggested as being ideal or optimal (Reìtan,

1960, Burstone, ì 962a, Gianeì ly and Goldman, lglI, Jarabak and

tizzell, 1972). The interbracket distances used in this study were

greater than typically encountered clinicaìly. This impìies that even

higher forces may commonly occur when low modulus archwires are used

intra-oral ly for tooth al ignment and is in general agreement with

Sul I ivan's findings in 1982. Loose steel I igation was capable of

delivering a fairly low initial force for both buccal and lingual

malaìignments. This lower force was accompanied by a considerabìy

reduced ef f ectir¡e range of deacti.¡ation. Cl inically the initiaì low

moduìus archwire and ìoose I igation would not ì ikeìy result in tooth

al ignment. However, if tighter I igation or a higher modulus archwire

is used in an attempt to achieve compìete tooth al ignment, excessive

force or reduced activation due to archwire bias and plastic deforma-

tion may result. Several solutions can be considered in an attempt to

overcome these problems. A reduction in stiffness by decreasing the

modulus of elasticity of the archwire wilì lower initial force levels.

However this will I ikely be accompanied by plastic deformation of the

archwire if the teeth are considerably malal igned. Reduced inter-

bracket d í stances wi I I i ncrease the tendency towards permanent
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archwire deformation. An increase in the effective range of deactiva-

t i on can be ach i eved i f offset bends are i ncorporated i nto the

archwire as suggested by Burstone (,l981). However, exploratory exper-

iments as part of this work suggest that the increased activation

range may be accompanied by larger initial forces and the possibility

of the maìal igned tooth overshooting its intended position of al ign-

ment. A more pract¡cal solution to achieving low initial al ignment

force and complete deactivation of the archwire may be achieved by

muì ti ìooped archwi res. when ìoops i n the archwi re provide energy

storage for tooth aì ignment there is much less tendency for permanent

distortion regardless of the manner of I igation. Additional ly, with a

ìooped archwire there is much less tendency for archwire bias as is

associated with I igating a straight archwire into malaì igned teeth.

Finally' since ligation tension is not likely to be as crÌtical to the

performance of a mul ti ìooped archwi re the al ignment forces del ivered

wouici be more preciictabie. The variability possible with different

I igation techniques would not greatìy influence the al ignment forces

provided by a looped archwire.

ln aìl of the experimentaì conditions studied the al ignment force

was accompanied by a buccal or ìinguaì tipping tendency (t'12) . This

tipping action is inherent with alì round archwires due to geometry

associated with the bracket slot location in reìation to the center of

resistance of the tooth. This tipp¡ng tendency is general ly not

desirabìe when al igning teeth. Rectanguìar archwires are necessary to

control this tipping tendency by providing a moment (f,lz) of opposite

sign and magnitude. Recent findings by 0lsen (1983) suggest tight
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I igation is appropriate to reduce the play, or sìop of rectangular

archwi res in the bracket slot. Thus rectanguìar ìooped archwi res,

tightly I igated, maybe the ideaì technique for tooth al ignment.

Hysteresis, related.to frictional influences, and changes in load

deflection rate, associated with changes in archwire constraint and

configuration , were evident in a number of trials. lf interbracket

distance was less than the 6.7 mm. used in this study these effects

would be greatly increased. An initial maìalignment greater than the

one used exper imentaì ìy (z mm.) would aìso augment these effects.

cl inical ly, interbracket distances of less than the 6.7 mm. and tooth

malal ignments of more than 2 mm. are frequently encountered.

Frictionaì effects were present in a number of triaìs and appear

to be reìated to I igation. The magnitude of the frictional effect

increased with ì ingual malal ignments. Elastic I igation was associated

with frictional effects over a considerable range of deactivation for

both buccallv and linouallv malalionecl teeth-

Frictional effects cause variations in tooth al ignment forces and

this variability will increase with greater ìigature tension.

Frictional force (pz) also influences the tendency of adjacent teeth

to rotate and tip as the teeth become al igned.

lles ia l-d ista I t ipp ing (,'1x) i s large ly inf ìuenced by f r- ict ion,

expressed as Pz. Hence, it wilì be variable and largely dependent on

I igature tension. Adjacent teeth wi I I I ikely tip when non-looped low

modulus archwires are used to achieve tooth aì ignment.

Tooth rotation about the occlusal apical axis (t'ly) is affected by

the angular relationship between the bracket slot and the archwire and
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by lrictional force. The influence of friction wiil vary and will be

re I ated to I i gature tens i on. The extent to wh i ch rotat i on occurs

because of the initial archwire angulation reìative to the bracket

slot is determined by the degree of tooth malaì ignment and the width

of the bracket. For a given tooth displacement a decrease in bracket

width would achieve less l'1y. However a narrower bracket would result

in some loss of three dimensional control.

ln this study the secondary effects on adjacent teeth were found

to be considerable. During tooth al ignment, these spurious effects

couìd i'esult in unwanted movement of the adjacent teeth. At the,com-

pletion of aìignment these teeth couìd readily occupy a position not

i ntended at the beg i nn i ng of treatment. The extent to wh i ch th i s

could occur would be variable, dependent partly on I igation technique.

lf.a muìtilooped archwire was substituted for a straight low modulus

archwire these spurious effects may be reduced.

A tenclencv for acliacenl têêth fô mnrra Þrr¡¡¡rllr¡ ap lin^,,-ìr., i^I I ttYuo I I ). I tt

response to the alignment force was not included in this study.

Earl ier work by suìl ivan ('l982) has demonstrated this tendency.

S umma rjt

This investigation of the influence of ligation on orthodontic

force and moment del ivery provided insight into the interaction

between var i ous e ì ements of mechanotherapy.

The results indicate that variation in I igation technique can

result in very significant changes in the performance of low modulus
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archh/ires used for tooth al ignment (see Table l). The forces of

alignment encountered were frequently in excess of what is considered

"optimalr'. This occurred with malal ignments not greater than those

commonly encountered cl inical ly and with greater than typicaì inter-

bracket distance. Ligature tension influenced the magnitude of the

i ni t i al al i gnment by a factor of more than j: I and al tered load

deflection rate by more than a 2:ì ratio. Variation in ligation tech-

nique significantly altered the deactivation range over which an

effective al ignment force would be deì ivered. Consequently, ì igature

technique affected the extent to which the low moduÌus archwi re could

correct the initial malal ignment.

The results aìso demonstrated the presence of secondary forces

not intended when .achieving tooth aìignment. These spurious forces

were largely infìuenced by I igature tension and friction.. These sec-

ondary forces wouìd resuìt in unwanted movement of the adjacent teeth

such as rotation and tipping about the occlusal-apical and mesial-

distal axes. Forces present in the mesiodistal direction would also

result inrrwedging'r of the teeth as alignment occurred.

Ligation has been shown to contribute considerable variability to

mechanical factors inf.l uencing tooth movement. ln view of the varia-

tion possible when I igating archwires into malal igned teeth, subseq-

uent variability in the bioìogicaì response demonstrated is not sur-

prising. l'techanical variability may be largely responsible for the

range of effects that are achie,¡ed with apparently similar types of

mechanotherapy.
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TABLE I: Summary of Experimental Fìndings.

Types of Ligation Px (ìnitìal ) Flz ('in'itial ) Ax where px=0

BUCCAL LOOSE

BUCCAL TIGHT

BUCCAL ELASTIC

LINGUAL LOOSE

LINGUAL TIGHT

LINGUAL ELASTIC

135 gm. I 650 gm.mm. 2.0 mm.

450 gm. 51 00 gm.mm. l.B mm

2ì 5 gm.* 2500 gm.mm.* I .B mm.*

150 gm. 2000 gm.mm. I .65 mm

380 gm. 4600 gm.mm. I .4 mm.

340 gm.* 3800 gm.mm.* 2.0 mm.*

Note: All data presented is mean of l0 trials except where noted by *.
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llodifications to the three dimensional measuring system used in

th i s i nvest i gat i on proved most sat i sfactory. Through the use of edge-

wise brackets and ligation ne\^, insight into archwire behaviour was

possible.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUS IONS AND RECOHI,IENDAT IONS
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CONCLUS I ONS AND RECOI'1I,lENDAT I ONS

Concìusions

The purpose of this investigation was to examine the influence of

I igation techniqe on orthodontic force and moment del ivery.

l4odifications to the existng three dimensional analysis technique used

previously by Sul I ivan *"r* ."rried out to achieve this study. From

the resu I ts obta i ned i t was conc I uded that:

(l) The use of edgewise brackets and I igation as used in this

investigation has pi-ovided insight into the behaviour of

orthodontic archwi res.

(Z) The various model tooth assembl ies used provided evidence

for variation in orthodontic force systems depending upon

' the nature of the initial tooth alignment.

(1) The low modulus archwires testêd freo¡.rentlv achievecl exces-

sively high inìtial aì ignment forces.

(4) Variation in ligation tension influenced the initial align-

ment force by a factor of between 2:l and 3:l depending upon

the geometry of the in¡tiaì maìal ignment.

(5) Variation in I igation tension significantìy altered the load

deflection rate of the Iow modulus archwire studied.

(6) The al ignment force provided by the low modulus archwi re

often fell to zero or a subthrehold level before the teeth

were al igned. Ligation technique and inítiaì malaì ignment

geometry i nf I uenced th i s tendency 
"
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Secondary, ot-, spuríous forces frequently encountered during

tooth al ignment resuìted in a loss of three dimensional con-

trol over tooth position. These secondary forces were

largely infìuenced by I igation tension.

Ligation tension and to a lesser extent initial malalignment

geometry influenced the presence of friction.

Frictionaì forces typically encountered when ìigating low

modulus archwires were capable of influencing the effective

tooth aì ignment force.

Elastomeric ligatión provided the best overall performance

wi th the low modulus archwi res tested.

Under controlled conditions consistent ligation was possi-

bìe. lntraoraì ìy, however, the variabi I ity associated with

I igation may be greater and would be contributed to by dif-
ferences in interbracket dimension and initial tooth mala-

I i ¡nmant, ry,r,,,vrrL.
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Recommendatìons for Future Research

The resul ts of th i s i nvest i gat i on have suggested a number of

other research topics. These are outl ined below:

(l) An assessment of inter operator variabîìity in ligation

technique using the method established in this invest.iga-

tion.

(2) An investigation into the effects of additional constraint

provided by' edgewise brackets in a five-tooth segment.

(3) An investigation of the influence of ligation on orthodontic

force systems using assorted interbracket widths.

(4) A comparison of .\57 x.635 mm. (.018 x .A22 inch). brackets

to .559 x .7ll mm. (.O22 x .028 ínch) brackets.

(5) A comparison of force and moment controì between low modulus

and round and rectangu I ar mu I t i ì ooped archw i res when used

for tooth al ignment.
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APPEND I X

Plots of forces and moments against activation

Ligation conditions are given on each graph.
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X-AXIS 0.4 l'll'l/DlV.
Y_AXIS æO Gt'l. /OfV. OR 4OOO GM. -t.ll'l. /DiV.

t4z/^x

PXlAX

Figure Al: BUCCAL L00SE: pìots of PxlAx and MzlAx
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X-AXIS 0.4 MM/DIV.

Y-AXIS 2OO Gl.l. /DiV. OR 4OOO GM. -MM.,/DIV.

AX

AX

/AX

Figure A2: BUCCAL L00SE: p'lots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and My/Ax
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X-AXIS 0.4 l'4l'l/DlV.

Y-AXIS 2OO Gl'l. /OIV. OR 4OOO GM. -l'lt|l. /DIV.

AX (*5)

^X 

(*5)

Y/ÂX (*5)

F'igure A3 : BUCCAL L00SE: plots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and My/Ax (with zero
shi ft and mul ti pì i cat ìon )
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X_ÀXIS û4 Ì.1M/OIV.

Y-AXIS æO GM. /OIV. OR 4OOO GM. -MM. /DIV.

AX

,\X

Éìgure A4: BUCCAL TIGHT: plots of PxlAx and MzlAx
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X-AXIS 0.4 I'{M/DIV.

Y-AXIS æO Gt,{. /DIV. OR 4OOO Gl'{. -l'{l.{. /DIV.

/AX

Figure A5: BUCCAL TIGHT: pìot of PylAx
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X-AXIS 0.4 t'lM/I]IV.
Y-AXIS 2OO Gl'4. /DIV. OR 4OOO Gl'l. -l\,lt'l. /OiV.

--t-
AX

l\X

/AX

--+- -+-

Fìgure A6: BUCCAL TIGHT: plots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and My/Ax
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X-AXIS 0.4 Ml't/OIV.
Y-AXIS 2OO Gl'{. /DIV. OR 4OOO GM. -t'll'l. /OIV.

ÂX (x5)

/ÂX (*5)

/AX (*5)

Fîgure A7: BUCCAL TIGHT: plots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and My/Ax (wìth zero shjft
and multìpì ication)
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X-ÂXIS 0.4 l'{l'l/OlV.
Y-AXIS 2OO GM. /OIV. OR 4OOO Gl,{. -Ml',l. /DIV.

AX

Fìgure AB: LINGUAL L00SE: pìots of PxlAx and MzlAx
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X-AXIS 0.4 I{I,{/DIV.
Y-AXIS 2OO GM. /OIV. OR 4OOO GM. -l'{t'l. /DTV.

Fìgure A9: LINGUAL L00SE: plots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and My/Ax
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x-^xis 0.4 MH/DIV.
Y-AXIS æO GM. /DIV. OR 4OOO GM. _MM. /DIV.

ÀX(*Ð

Fìgure 410: LINGUAL L00SE: plots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and My/Ax (with zero shift
and mul tipl ìcation)
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.r
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\

AX

-fi-

-f- -t- -+-
+. -+

Fìgure Aì1: LINGUAL TIGHT: plots of PxlAx and MzlAx
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X_AXIS 0.4 l'{l'{/DIV.

Y_AXTS 2OO GM. /DIV. OR 4OOO GM. -MM. /DIV.

-+-_+_-+-+-+--{--

Figure Al2: LINGUAL TIGHT: plots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and My/Ax
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X-,\XIS û 4 MMlOtV.

Y-AXIS æ0 Gl'{. /DIV. 0R ,1000 GM. -MM. /DIV.

\

Figure Al3: LINGUAL TIGHT: plots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and My/Ax (with zero shift
and multìpì ication)
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X-AXIS 0.4 Ml'l/DIV.

Y_AXIS 2OO Gl!l. /DIV. OR 4OOO Glt,|. -l'll',l. /DIV.

AX
l\X

Figure Al4: BUCCAL ELASTIC: pìots of PxlAx and MzlAx
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X-AXIS O.4 Iul'l/DIV.

Y-AXIS 2OO Gl'{. /DIV. OR 4OOO Gl'l. -l'll',l. /DIV.

,\X

AX

/AX

Figure Al5: BUCCAL ELASTIC: plots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and MylAx
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X_AXIS O.4 MM/DIV.
Y-AXIS æO GM. /OIV. OR 4OOO GM. -tllM. /DIV.

Figure Al6: BUCCAL ELASTIC: pìot
shif

î Pz/Ax, lvlx/Ax and My/Ax (with zero
nd multìp1 icatjon)
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x-^xls 0.4 |,ll.l/0tv.
Y.AXTS æO Gl.{. /DIV. OR 4OOO Gl.{. -t,ll.l. /DIV.

PX/AX

NZl^X

Figure Al7: LINGUAL ELASTIC: plots of PxlAx and MzlAx
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X-,\XIS 0.4 l'll'l/BlV.
Y-AXIS 2OO Gl'{. /DIV. OR 4OOO Gl'l. -l'lM. /DIV.

Fìgure A]B: LINGUAL ELASTIC: plots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and MylAx
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X.AXIS 0.4 MI'{/DIV.
Y-,\XIS 200 Glt|. /DIV. 0R 4000 Gl'l. -l'lM. /DIV.

AX (*5)

\

Figure 419: LINGUAL ELASTIC: plots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and My/Ax (with zero
shift and multipl ìcation)
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X-AXIS 0.8 MM/DIV.
Y-AXIS 2OO GM. /BTV. OR 4üA GM. -Ml'|. /DIV.

AX

AX

Figure 420: 4 mm. activatjon of BUCCAL TIGHT: plots of PxlAx and MzlAx
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X-,\XIS 0.8 t'll'l/DIV.
Y.AXIS 2OO GM. /DTV. OR 4OOO GM. -l,ll'{. /DIV.

Fìgure A2ì: 4 mm. activatjon of BUCCAL TIGHT: plots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax
and MylAx

/^x
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X-AXTs 0.8 MMIDIV.

Y-^XIS 200 GM. /DiV. 0R 4000 Gl'{. -t{lll. /DIV.

/\
?/\./\/\

\

ÂX (x5)

ÂX (*5)

/ÂX(xÐ

4 mm. actjvation of BUCCAL TIGHT: pìots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and
N1y/Ax (with zero shift and multjplication)

Figure A22:
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X-AXIS 0.8 Mll.l/DTV.

Y-AXIS 2OO Gl,l. /DIV. OR 4OOO Gl'l. -MM. /DIV.

AX

AX

Fìgure 423: 4 mm. activation of LINGUAL TIGHT: p'lots of PxlAx and MzlAx
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X-AXIS 0.8 MMIDIV.

Y-ÂXIS 2OO GM. /t]IV. OR 4OOO GM. -MM. /DIV.

4 mm" activatjon of LINGUAL TIGHT:
and My/Ax

Fìgure 424 p'lots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax
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X-AXIS 0.8 MM/DTV.

Y-AXTS 2I]O GM./DTV. OR 4OOO GM.-MM./TIV.

4 mm" act'ivation of LINGUAL TIGHT: plots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and
My/Ax (wjth zero sh'ift and multipl ication)

Figure 425
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X-AXIS 0.8 MM/DIV.
Y-,1XIS 200 GM. /DIV. 0R 4000 GM. -MM. /DIV.

AX

AX

4 mm. activation of LINGUAL TIGHT:
(2nd activatjon)

Figure.426: p'lots of PxlAx and MzlAx



x-^xts 0.8 ltlt'l/Dlv.
Y-AXIS 2OO GM. /OTV. OR 4OOO GM. -MM. /DTV.

t82

LINGUAL TIGHT:
nd acti vation )

4 mm. activation
and My/Ax

of
(2

Figure 427: plots of Pz/Ax, l4x/Ax
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X-AXIS 0.8 l'lÌ'l/DIV.
Y-AXIS 2OO GM. /DTV. OR 4OOO GM. -MM. /DIV.

AX(xÐ

I
\

AX (x5)

(*Ð

4 mm. act'ivation of LINGUAL TIGHT:
My/Ax (2nd activation) (with zero

plots of Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and
shift and multìpì icatjon)

Fìgure A2B
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X-AXIS 0.4 Ml'l/DIV.
Y-AXIS 2OO GM. /BIV. OR 4OOO Gl'l. -MM. /DIV.

AX

AX

AX

AX

ALIGNED teeth act'ivated 2 nm. Buccal ly and Linguaì ly: pìots of
PxlAx and MzlAx

Figure 429
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x-^xls 0-4 MMl0Iv.
Y-AXIS ã]O GM. /BIV. OR 4OOO Gl'l. -MM. /DTU.

AX

/AX

Fi.gure 430: ALIGNED teeth act'ivated 2 mm. Buccally and Lìngualìy: plots of
Pz/ Ax, Mx/Ax and My/Ax
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X-AXTS 0.4 MM/DIV.

Y-,IXIS 200 Gl'l. /DIV. 0R 4000 Gltl. -l'lM. /DIV

ÂX (*5)

/-^-\:--^ ----- \-

.-\ /---/

/ --
l\X (*5)

ÀX (*5)

/,\X (*5)

d Lìngua'lìy: plots of
and multìpììcatìon)

(x5)

Figure 431 : ALIGNED teeth activated 2 mm. Buccal'ly
Pz/Ax, MxlAx and My/Ax (w'ith zero shi

an
ft
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X-AXTS 0.4 MM/DIV.
Y-AXIS 2OO GM. /DIV. OR 4OOO GM. -MM. /DTV.

AX

AX

AX

ALIGNED teeth act'ivated 2 nm. Buccal
PxlAx and MzlAx (2nd act

ly a

i vat
Figure 432:

isrTtnsualiY: 
Plots or
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x-^xis 0- 4 l'{t.l/Div.
Y-^XIS ãr0 GM. /DIV. 0R 4000 Gl'l. -¡tM. /DtV.

AX

I\X

/^x

Figure 433: ALIGNED teeth act'ivated 2 mm. Buccally and Lìnguaììy: plots of
Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and My/Ax (2nd activation)
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X-,{X[S & 4 MM/DIV.

Y-,\XÍS æ0 GM. /DIV. 0R 4000 GM. -l'llil. /OIV.

ÂX(*Ð

ÂX (*51

/AX (*Ð

*Ð

Fìgure 434: ALIGNED teeth actjvated 2 mn. Buccally and Linguaì1y: plots of
Pz/Ax, Mx/Ax and MylAx (2nd actjvation) (wjth zero shjft and

mul tipl icat'ion)

,'- - -
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X-AXTS 0.4 l'll'l/DTV.
Y-AXIS ¿OO Gl'{. /DIV. OR 4MO GM. -l'{M. /DTV.

AX

AX

(*Ð

Figure 435: Two-tooth trjal (left tooth and center tooth): plots of Pz/Ax"
Mx/Ax and MylAx (with zero sh'ift and multipìicatìon)
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X-AXIS 0.4 Ill'l/DTV.
Y-AXIS 2OO GM. /BIV. OR 4OOO Gì.l. -MM. /DTV.

ÀX

\_ /--/

(*Ð

Figure 436: Two-tooth trjal (center tooth and right tooth): plots of Pz/Ax"
Mx/Ax and MylAx (with zero shift and multiplìcatìon)




